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the northern division of the
army, whose
headquarters
Chihuahua, has been told to
the troops and to send them
the north over the Mexican
',.
railroad.

federal
are at
furnish
toward
Central

HEARINGS ARE ADJOURNED
New Ycrk, Jan. 30. Hearings in the
suit to dissolve the United States
Steel corporation were adjourned to10.
While' the
UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF DE day until February
restattorneys
practically
government
LA FUENTE THEY RESUME
ed their case today with the introducTHE INSURRECTION
tion of documentary evidence, they re
served the right to call othe.-- wit-

FORMIDABLE

,

A

JOND

JUMPER

Washington, Jan. 30. Colonel de .&
Feunte, released a few weelcs ago
from Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
where he was held on a charge of
laws is
violation of the neutrality
again back In Mexico as chief of staff
movement
In a Hew revolutionary
healed by General Inez Salazar. Brigadier Ceneral Steever reports that
Salazar was elected chief of a new
revolution on Wednesday and the announcement of his appointment of
No
Colonel de la Fuente followed.
mention is made of Orozco, who apparently has been superseded.

New York, Jan. 30. Every ten days
since New Year's a bank, president
has been gent to jail from Brooklyn
by Supreme Court Justice Crane. The
third man he has sentenced this year
is William C. Dameron, former president of the Home bank, who today
was given a term of one year in the
penitentiary. His hank closed its
doors in January 1908 and Dameron
was recently found guilty of misapply,
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OIL STILL RISING
Pittsburgh, pa., Jan. 30. The fourth
successive advance in crude oil was
recorded when the South Pennsylva- NEW COUNTY
TO BE CREATED
nia company announced its prices to
day. As on evieiy other day this week
COUNTY
the price was lifted seven cents a SUMNER
MEASURE
barrel,, brinsil? Pennsylvania crude
PASES THE HOUSE LATE
to $2.33, and ptlier grades to the folTHIS AFTERNOON.
lowing prices:: Mercer black, Corning and New jCiislle $1.S6;
Cabell,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 30. The long
Constantinople, Jan. 30. The Bal- $1.93; Somersf-t$1.32. There was
expected
county salary bill is likely
kan allies today suve notice of the no change in Bi'dund from 70 cents.
to make its appearance before tne
termination of the armistice, the peweek is over. The joint
riod of grace of four days to start at
MAN THREATENS GOVERNOR
on finance to wnich the measure
o clock this evening.
Denver, Jan. ::0. -- The man giving was
referred for framing has called
name
his
aB pi to lurcher, who yesa meeting of the finance committees
Civil War In Turkey.
terday was aiv?lel in the office of of both houses for tomorrow mornLondon, Jan. 30. Events, in fie Governor H. M. Amnions, while seekBalkan peninsula are moving with ing an interview with that official, ing. It is understood that the subcommittee has practically agreed
such rapidity that the world may and from whom a revolver was
taken,
soon be confronted, not with the will be deported to Austria if the Uni- upon a measure to submit to the full
committee.
question of peace or war, but with a ted States authorises approve. The
The counties of the state, it is
lead
will
which
catastrophe
Turkey state officials today decided to make
are to be divided into five
said,
into a tremendous civil war.
a request for bis deportation. Larcher classes
,based upon tneir assessed
emThose who know the Ottoman
is believed to be iifiane.
.
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IN PROCESS

ing $2,500 of its funds.
'
The other two are David A. Sullivan,
president of the Mechanic and Traders bank, convicted of the larceny of
$20,000; ana B. R. Shears, president
of the Borough bank, found guilty of pire believe the revolt among the
Turkish troops on the Tchatalja lines,
misappropriating $30,000.
Orozco Still Is Leader.
was more grave than was announced
Hebel
30.
El Paso, Texas,' Jan.
in
the short dispatches passed by the
agents here declare that General OrtONGRESf
TODAY
Close observants of events
censor.
ozco still is, the recognized revolutionVICE
in
revolts
similar
that
Turkey expect
ary leader, but that owing to his dis-- .
will occur In tne Asiatic provincea,
ability he remains in hiding in MexiBe- FALLEN where the elements opposing the Washington,
co. Salazar's appointment as comma- CONTROLS'
Young Turks are stronger than in gan debate on t i , year single presinder-in-chief
merely Is an expedterm Wh 'ith "agreoinfent-t- o
j denttai:
European Tin key. ' ;
ient measure, they declare, in the
SPECIAL OFFICER TESTIFIES IN
n
vote
measure
btf'ore adjournment.
present campaign. Salazar probably
NEW YORK THAT THERE
First Battle Wednesday
Manufacturers ii- ged manufactur
has been acting commander of the
ARE 26,000 WHITE SLAVES.
Paris, Jan. 30. The Bulgarian min- ers committee to abend "net weignt
rebel forces in the north since Oroz-co'- s
of finance, Theodoroff, who ii bill" so as to perm "reasonable varister
disappearance some months ago.
New York, Jan. 30. With his evi- on his way to Sofia from the Londol iations."
was
Orozco's
physical disability
dence reduced to the matter of fact peace conference, declared today that
House: Resumed debaie on fortificaused by an attack of rheumatism
form of a card Index, Samuel H. Lon- he regards the resumption of war be- cations appropriatic :i.
the
from which he has suffered since
don, formerly prosecuting attorney of tween the Balkan allies and Turkey
Sundries schedul was again sub
early campaigns.
El Paso, Texas, who said he was as certain
ject to tariff revinin, healing before
United States troops for border pat-tro-l
connected with the
will
ways and' means cohirnitte
first
"The
probably
engagement
out of Fort Bliss, Texas, are held
department of justice at Washington, open next Wednesday," he added.
Labor committee held hearing on
should
service
active
in readiness for
has laid before the aldermanic comhours
of
the
of labor bill tor womea of Dis
armistice,"
"At
ihe
expiration
disorders occur along the frontier.
mittee, which is investigating police M. Theodoroff said, "the allies will trict of Columbia.
Zk
Steever today took, pre- conditions
Colonel E.
here, the result of his press the siege of the fortress of
Adopted conference report on im
cautionary measures In holding all of- seven years' study of white slave
sim- migration bill.
that
falls,
until
place
Aditanople
The
ficers and men In readiness.
traffic.
ply holding the Turks in check at
Twenty-seconinfantry has been orHe called New York the capital of
REPORT IS ACCEPTED.
lines. After the fortress has
dered to prepare five days' rations commercialized1 vice and said that Tchatalja
Jan. 30. The confer
all
the
been
siege
Washington,
Bulgarian
taken,
for
and 200 rounds of ammunition
with the assistance of 14 agents material will be transported south to ence report on the Immigration bill
each man.
placed at his disposal by the govern- the Tchatalja fortifications.
was again accepted today by the
"Rebels Fail to Attack Juarez
ment, he had carried on investigahouse.
It was the third time that
men
killct
25,000
lost
"Bulgaria has
The combined rebel array failed to tions "from Fairbanks, Alaska, to the
the measure has been taken up in the
half
out
and
war
broke
since
the
form for attack on Juarez before day- Canal zone."
domestic animals of the country are house because of the senate's insistbreak today, allowing 300 reinforce
II declare.! that his census in New
is ence on further conferences. It finments to enter the border town and York revealed that there were fi,100 gone. The Bulgarian government,
550,00;) men in mili- ally was adopted after a short debate,
row
maintaining
port of entry. The rebels, however, men profiting from commercialized
conclusion of tin during which the bill was Characterremain practically surrounding the vice in which 20,000 women were in- tary service. At the
of the government, ized as
unpatriotic, vicwar
the
expenses
town. American army of fleers watch, volved. He
charged that the police will remain immense until the mate- ious and unnecessary, and warmly deins tll8 rebel advance from Guadalupa often aided the traffickers. He berial of the army has been restored and fended by others, it now goes to the
30 miles east of the Texas border, lieved that
only individual policemen until the
pensions growing out of the senate.
declare that the line of march extend- were concerned in the business and
conflict have been paid. Bulgaria
ed for nearly 20 miles.
doubted that the number of these ofdoes not ask for a loan at the present
0
two ficers would exceed 100 out of
lnsurreotos
The
marched
THREATEN TO
time, but a large lonn will be floated SLIDES
men on the torce.
abreaBt with betweon 1,000 and 1,200
with
war
the
after
Turkey
Immediately
In the lino. While the advance reachends."
DELAY UANAL WORK
ed the vicinity of Juarez shortly after
midnight. General Salazar could not SUFFRAGETTES TO MAKE
THIEVES STEAL ROOF.
concentrate his forces before dawn.
MANY TONS OF EARTH ARE
Chicago, Jan. 30. Of all odd booty
The rebels disappeared today from the
JOUHNtY
SLOWLY SLIPPING INTO
recm
of
the
thieves
shown
police
Texas border near Kl Paso,, and it is
THE BIG EXCAVATION.
ords, the mot'.t curious was reported
believed are making a detour below
.
who
lives
A.
Williams,
Juarez te arrive in the hills ttouth-- WILL TRAVEL ON HORSEBACK today when K.
Washington, Jan. 30 Recent Hdes
alone and works ail night, complainwent of tin town, from which location
THE
YORK
TO
FROM
NEW
earth ami rock Into the Cinema
of
v
ed that thieves hrd stolen the root
Mmlero made his attack- two years
PACIFIC COAST.
cut will make necessary groat activof
his
house.
,,
ago.
"If it rains or snows today my fur- ity if the Panama canal is to he
Itelnforcemeuts arriving daily bring
New York, Jan. 30. A. const to
niture will be ruined," signed Wil- opened before the end of the year, as
the Juarez garrison tip to about 200 coast trip on horselmck
by woman
is a one room had been predicted by Colonel
men and strong artillery
defense, suffragists lg bulng planned for the liams. Williams' house
More limn naif a billion yards
affair on which he had Just place! a
They consist of about 300 men under spring, according to announcement
of earth and rock have fallen Into
new
new
timber
roof.
The
evidently
Colonel Francisco Castro, who lias today. It Is proposed to start from
the cut thin month, mid engineers
been moving slowly up the Mexican this city as soon as the highways in was regarded as a valuable asset ny
that another Impending break at
the
thieves.
Central railway with work trains. the caBt are fit for travel and make
Purple Illll wlh add not less than one
They reixirted meeting rebels at Aim the equestrian journey across the
million yards.
mnda and routing them with the big continent by easy stages, scattering
OIL MONOPOLY KILLED.
For a long tinio the notorious Cueu- ship's cannon carried on the troop train suffrage oratory through a faithful
Berlin, Jan, 30. The committee of raeha slide on the east bank of the
The engagement occurred yesterday line of states east of the Rockies. San the Imperial parliament today killed canal has been Quiet, but on the at-after General Carraveo's rebels bad Francisco would be the terminus the first paragraph of the govern- ternoon of January iti, the earth
demanded the surender of Ahumada. from which city the woman riders ment's
petroleum monopoly bill, that movement began so rapidly as to car.
would ship their horses back.
providing for the establishment of ry away some, or the dirt oars and
Troops to" Protect Port of Entry.
It was said at suffrage headquar- ai" imperial importing and refining completely covered all of the railroad
Mexico CU xTan. SO. Two mixed ters that two women
had alrealy monopoly for mineral illuminating tracks In the Canal except one. Pur- columns of
tul troops, Including pledged to make the unusual pilgrim- oil, and thus emasculated the mens- Hill is holding ,v(:.ck a tremendous
artillery, have been ordered by the age find other women who doubted lire beyond redemption unless a suii-- j amount of earth slowly moving towar department to proceed against that they could qualify as "cavaliers,"
(dilute paragraph be adopted later. wards the cut, but the hill l showing
the rebel forces menacing Juarez. have njrrcpil to furnish mounts ior It hud become wholly problematic-itsigns of weakness, should u break
r
more agile BlMers, pliiiiK, however, at what will bft the outcome of today's iiway the omml prUm would be rb
Cnrnl Antonio lUilmeo, the
.vt ihti iimllif-ncilvMon. of
urn only Icnlsiiive.
II, Ott
filial Hi 111. j ,,,;(
(irtloH In committee,
i
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PEPPER IN THE SENATE
Washington, Jan. 2ft,. In a peppery
atmosphere which kept senators at
the sneezing point, representatives tf
manufacturers of flavoring extracts,
OF
spices and pepper appeared today be
fore the senate manufacturers committee to ask 'the ."net weight bill"
be amended so as to permit "reasonable variations," They produced samr
pies to show1, that it wag impossible
SUBDIVI-SIOBALKAN ALLIES TODAY NOTIFY to manufacture glass containers : of FINANCE COMMITTEE'S
size.
the
Same
precisely
CALLS GATHERING
TURKEY ARMISTICE IS AT
"It seems to me a hardship and an
OF WHOLE BODY, '.
AN END
unreasonable additional cost to require the maii who sells penuts at aj
ARE PREPARED
FOR BATTLE ball park to have the weight marked HAS A BILL READY TO READ
on each package," declared Senator
Oliver, chairman.

WAR WILL BEGIN

nesses on that date. '
The (documentary evidence pertained to, the financing of the Am? ica i
LEFT SAN ANTONIO WHERE HE Steel and Wire company and to the BULGARIA, SERVIA AND OTHER
NATIONS HAVE ARMIES IN
WAS HELD AS VIOLATOR OF
"Jackson wire pools '
THE FIELD ,
Counsel
for
stated
the corporation
NEUTRALITY
today that their side would probably
not, be completed before fall.
Judge:
IS
NOT WORRIED
JUAREZ
IN
IS
DANGER Elbert H. Gary, chairmen of this tor EUROPE
poration, JamPs A. Farrell, uresidont,
and II. C. Frink, a director, may be BELIEF THAT
THE CONTINENT
INSURRECTO
FORCES
GATHER
called by the defense.
WILL BECOME INVOLVED IS
ABOUT THE BORDER CITY AND
NOT PREVALENT
IMPORTANT PORT
BANKERS GET THEIRS
IS

r

Patience Isn't a Vir
tue; It's a Nee- essity

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FFEG3f3 LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

VOL. XXXIV.

HE

V.

4

-

-

recommitted to the committee on ju
diciary was defeated, 29 to 17. It U
freely predicted that the bill will
pass the house aud that the division

DIXON

will be made.

petition was received from the
of education asking
an appropriation for printing text
books and other books for the various
county institutes. Favorable, reports
Were received on a number of bills,
among them the act to regulate lumber companies, which . was bitterly
fought by the lumber companies of
the state at the last session.
Other measures favoramy reported
were the act requiring the employ
ment of at least one woman on the
various state boards and the estao- lishing a state fair at Albuquerque
and appropriating $5,000 for public
buildings and $5,000 annually, for
v ',
maintenance.
That there will be opposition to the
latter measure was indicated by ..ne
introduction of a bill by Mr. Mullen
locating the state fair at Koswell.
The house this morning passed a
resolution formally transmitting to
Governor McDonald the result of tne
senatorial election, and It is expected that the executive will issue
a commission to Senator Fall with
out delay.
In the senate, which met at 2:30
o'clock, a number of bills were favorably reported, among them the act
regulating drinking cups; the act
fixing the time for term of court in
the Eighth judicia1 uistrict; the r.ct
prohibiting the white slave traffic;
the act to prohibit the mutilation of
the act conferring
public records;
jurisdiction to the United States over
Fort Bayard reservation and the Sac
ta Fe national cemetery. The act to
provide for the sterilization of feeble
minded persons ana certain criminals
and the act poviding for the payment

OPPO

SINGLE TEfii'

A

'state department

In the first class counties, of which
there are five, Bernalillo, Chavez,
Dona Ana, Colfax ana San Miguel,
i Continued on Page Five)
the salaries are provided upon the fol- lowing basis; commissioners, $800;
treasurer, $4,000; assessor,' $4,000;
sheriff, $3,500 with $1,500 for depu- WCMEN THHOVN OUT
ties and $900 for the employment ct
a jailer; county clerk, $4,000 with an I
OF SCOTCH
allowance of $1,201! for court clerk
i.nt'1 such time as the county cierss
are relieved by law of this duty; proSUFFRAGETTES START TROUBLE
bate judge, $600; superintendent ol
IN DUNDEE WHEN ASQUITH
schools, $1,800; surveyor, $10 for
IS INTRODUCED
each day employed by the county
commissioners.
Dundee, Scotland, Jan. 0. Well orIn the third class counties Curry,
ganized hands of suffragettes raised
Guadalupe, Lincoln, Mora, Quay, Rio a
pandemonium today during the cere
Arriba, Roosevelt, San Juan and Vamony
conferring the freedom of the
lencia, salaries are provided as folon Premier Asquith. The premier
lows: commissioners, $100; treasurer, city
had hardly risen to acknowledge the
$2,500; assessor, $2,500; sheriff,
honor when shrieks of "Traitor, Trait
with $1,000 for deputy and $600
for jailer; clerk, $2,500; probate! or," filled the hall.
Stewards and policemen soon were
judge,
$400;
of
superintendent
occupied in throwing the women out
ia
schools, $1,500. The clerk,
allowed
of the building.
of "You
Howls
$600 for a court clerk's salary until
brutes-j-Y- ou
scrimbrutess"
and
harp
is
he
released from this cluty.
marked
the
mages
passage through
The salaries of district attorneys
the hall of each group).
are fixed as follows:
One woman sprang over the front
First district,
comprising the
the gallery and was only saved
of
counties of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and
from
falling among the crowded audi-- j
San Juan, $4,000.
20 feet below by the fact that
ence
Second
district, comprising the
men seized her by the skirts
several
counties of Bernalillo, McKlnley and
held her suspended.
and
$4,000.
Sandoval,
Third district, comprising the
BOMB IN CHICAGO
counties of Dona Ana, Otero, Lincoln
Jan. 30. Men, women and
Chicago,
ami Torrance, $4,250.
Fourth district, comprising the children were thrown from their
counties of San Miguel, Mora and beds, hundred of persons driven in
teror to the streets and window glass
iCJuadalupe, $4,250.
shattered
when a bomb was exploded
Fifth district,
the
comprising
counties of Eddy, Chaves, Roosevelt early today in a three story lirbk
building occupied by Italians.
and Curry, $ 4.&00.
Sixth district,
the
comprising
counties of Grant and Luna, $2,75o,
Seventh district, comprising the MESSENGER DRIVEN
counties o Socorro,
Valencia and
Sierra, $3,750.
IMS'; TRAIN
Eighth district, comprising the
counties. of Taos, Colfax, Union and
FIRE IN EXPRESS CAR CAUSES
Quay, $4,500.
What will bo the fate of this bill
MAN IN CHARGE TO MAKE
In the full committee or in either
HASTY RETREAT.
house Is a problem.
Dissatisfaction
with the provision is already appar
Stamford, Conn., Jan. 30.- -I 'ire
ent. The democratic members do-- ! broke out near hero today in th. last
rnand more money for their officers car of a through train ct express cars
in the smaller counties while the nwn speeding from Boston to New York.
from other counties are not entirely The exnress mefmenirer nft.r n vain
satisfied.
effort to put out ths fire, pulled the
The Sumner county bill, favorably emergency brakes, out tha mechanreported from the committee on ism failed' to work and ho was unable
counties and county lines, occupied to pot word of his plight to the cars
almost the entire time of the housa in front Within a few minutes he
this morning. The petition favoring was compelled to choose between
the creation of the new county was death ln the flames and a
leap Irom
rend and the bill was prepared for the door.
the third reading
it was evident
IIo Jumped as tl d train roim'ei a
that the members ere favorably dis- curve at S3 miles an hour and esposed toward it. An amendment of- caped with .slight l?'ury. Tho flames
fered by Mr. Gage of Chavez reduc- were cisriovcred' v. hen the train
ing the area taken from Chavez comi- stopped here for water end viro ex-- f
ty was accepted by Mr. Manzanares,
'I
V
ly tliO local f:ro
the faihrr of the hilt. An effort by Bent, The Camp
t ;r ftuS its
Mii'it-iof CI...K.
to hn.ve the bUi

BILL
PROGRESSIVE

PARTY'S

CHAIR-- 1

MAN SAYS IT IS FOR PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANTS.

REFERS
IT

TEE EXECUTIVE

TO

PROPOSED

IS

BUT- - ONE

TO GIVE HIM

SIX-YEA- R

AMIN1S-TRATIO-

OF OFFICE.
NO

PUBLIC

DEMAND

CITATION

IS CREATED

WOULD-B-

HOLDERS

E

IT

FCH
BY

THE

OF THE

WHITE HOUSE.
Washington, Jan. 30. An attack on
the proposed single six year presiden
tial term, as a measure advocated DT
"aspirants for tne presidency" was
made in the senate today by Senator Dixon, chairman of the progressive national committee,
who fecial ed he did not believe there was
any great public demand for the proposed change in the constitution,
"It the truth must he stated," ha
said, "this resolution might better be
entitled 'a proposed amendment to
the federal constitution for the relief
of certain aspirants ror the presiden.,..,'.'.
cy of the United States."
"We are offering something that Is
not demanded by th people, except
as that demand Hows from some personal ambitions," declared Senator
Dixon.

"Are you democratic eeuutors going
President Wilson by
that no "matter how good his
may be, or how much
be people hiay deslrfc JsSia-tfwm;again, he shall be uebarred, in order
to provide an opportunity for others
who want thep residential office?"
Senator Marline of New Jersey declared Senator Uixon could "leave
Woodrow Wilson out Of the debate, '
as Mr. Wilson had announced
his
sympathy with the democratic national platform, which endorses a
term.
"Was there any agreement with
him before he was nominated that he
would not accept another term?" persisted Senator Dixon.
"I know of none," replieO Mr. Mar-tin- e.
to embarass

g

Mk

$2,-00-

Fill!

single-presidentia-

Senator Dixon declared he bad.
heard that the real author of the single term plank in the democratic national platform was "a man whose
name began with B. and was not
Beckham" and demanded of Senator
Martine whether President-elec- t
Wil
son had in precise language limitoct
himself to a single term.
"I Btill believe that Mr. Wilison ha
declared his position to be in favor
of a single term," answered Marline.
"I have observed in the past," retorted Senator Dixon, "that he ha
held different views from what
now. Possibly that is the case
In this matter."
Senator Hoot objected to all certain proposed amendments, declaring:
that changing the federal constitution was so serious a matter that it
should not be complicated by
n
of the "personal Interest
of, Wilson, itowsovvlv or Tali."
An amendment authorizing the recall of a pre dent at any biennial
national olection was presented by
Senator JJiistow,
Senator Bacon offered an amendment to reduce tho proposed Bis
year term for
to a singlo-fouIt wan 'defeated 45
year
he-doe-

thecoa-hiidci-at.io-

to 23.

j

t':----

H?n l.NY

AT LAST

Sprlu lehl I'l ( J ,n :) - !
Of tlso Iliiiiou b
it ii - in ;
first joi"t 6"im t tM IV
r.

l

gou.-ia-

1,

My

,)

1

u

bmdU:i:j of the four
ship dk ' nt k is i i ,
the vote at t to let c'
I i'
for the !('
nor-elec-

t
!

reer,-Mr.

i.
'

i

r
'
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surface. If the jar is not kept tightduchess is French, you know We will
ly covered, evaporation takes place
have him educated in France, until,
AGAN
old.
14
After
giving a higher per ceut of fat than
15
or
is
he
years
say,
should be.
that we will send him to Germany.
Preservatives In order to get the
part"He is by heredity, understand,
most satisfactory results ill testing,
ly German, lie is entitled by his
the milk or cream must be in a sweet
birth and rank to a seat in the house
condition. Souring is due to the presI was enof lords of that country.
FAT
ence and development of bacteria in
titled to that, but I passed it. Of
entire-1the milk, and to prevent this nearly
a
France
republic,
course, with
all of these must be killed. Various
separated from Germany, he cannot
are
AN. exercise any prerogative of his seat SOMETHING THE FARMED ABOUT inexpensive o'.emicals, which
HUSBAND OF THE
TO ENGAGE IN DAIRYING
called
are
used
there
for
ia
ves,
preservat:
tail
lords.
But
it
of
house
in
the
VIEWS
NA
GOULD GIVES
SHOULD LEARN.
purpose; some In meat general use
for him."
ABOUT AMERICA
being given below:
The duke cast another affectionate
Since dairying bids well to become
Formaldehyde Tnis is used in
glance at the little portrait on the lia1 40
one
of
the
about
foremost
of
branches
ag
answer
per cent solution, and unto
brary table, then turned
imriculture
in
New
Mexico
is
all
der
it
ordinary
temperatures of from
this
question:
The Duke de Talleyrand,
"But you will send him to America portant that the farmer take his first 40 to 80 degrees F., five or six drops
who In 1908 married the former
steps rather cautiously. The success will keep a pint of milk in good conAnna Gould (she at that time 4;'some time?"
or failure will depend not so much on dition for eight or nine days. If nine
he
4
"Ah,
Bonide
Indeed,
replied.
yes!
yes!'
Count
having divorced
the price of feeds or the price re- or ten drops are used the milk should
to
to
him
"We
will
America
send
Castellan and he being the 4
ceived for butter fat and milk, as it keep sweet for two veeks. is- - to
bo
life.
learned
learn
That
4
for
Prince de Sagan,) chatted
will upon the careful management of
Bichromate of PoUsh (Potassium
half an hour with a reporter 4 here. Especially In New York. I my- his herd.
As a destroyer of germ
It
is
the
that
Bichromate)
necessary,
in
New
York."
learned
life
self
4
on these diversified topics:
cows be kept that make the best uti- life this chemical his great power,
sursome
evinced
4
elaborinterviewer
The
vs.
Simple weddings
lization pf their feed in the production and is the one used with satisfaction
ate marriages subject brought 4 prise.
of butter fat and milk. The "board- by a great many dairymen,
it is
of
I
but
was
of
the
when
Miss
4
age
"Yes,
up by his attendance upon
do
er
not
to
cow"
is
rather
and
most
a
in
available
is
cheap
going
great
4 19," the duke said, "I came to New
Gould's nuptials.
deal toward developing the dairy in small places. One-tenof
a
grain
an
was
I
alone.
York
at
engi4
entirely
The pride of fatherhood
in New Mexico; neither is she is sufficient to preserve one pint of
v 49 this introduced ly the pic- 4; neer for an Industrial & gas company terests
to
fatten the pocketbook of the milk for about two weeks in ordinary
going
of Paris. I was sent here to learn
4
ture of his handsome son of 2
farmer. Careful selection must be temperatures. However, duriag hot
learned."
I
and
Maurice
4
years, Howard Charles
watchword, and this can only be weather in the summer the author
4 "Broadway?" inquired his visitor. the
Pierre Jason.
followed by keeping accurate records has not as good success as with corNew
4'
the
all
said
duke,
as
York,"
"Yes,
contentment
French.
rosive sublimate. If used In too
"But It is not a of production.
against American rush for gain 4 with eyes
amounts, the curd which forms
great
BabGock
The
of
system
testing
touched upon in the discus- 4 place to live."
milk and cream for fat is the one uni- when the acid is added, absolves
asked.
was
not?"
4
"Why
sion of little Howard's future.
with difficulty. This chemical is put
"The absence of contentment," was versally used at present, and gives
President-elec-t
Poincare of 4
up in tablets of different sizes, makwhen
results
satisfactory
properly
France
Preside4 the duke's prompt reply. "In
4 France contrasted with
ing it very convenient to use
A
iiri
of
conducteJ.
number
farmers
a merchant, for example, prospers. He
Wilson of the United
'4' nt-elect
Sublimate
Corrosive
(Mercuric
New
Mexico
are
already
providing
letires at once to some small town
4 States brought forward by a
The
author has had much
Chloride)
outthemselves with a small testing
eat
to
do
but
where
he
has
nothing
4 love of politics.
and requests nave come from a better success with this preservative
,
4 woil and drink well and exchange the fit,
4
of others during tne past than any other. It is a very powerflumber
gossip of the parish or the neighbor
4 4
4
for
the college to test their ful germ destroyer, and like the bihood with his friends. In his con year
The duke with an English vocabulchromate of potash, has the advanmilk
cream
and
ary that has been wonderfully aug- tented life he is supremely happy.
of being put up in tablet form.
Taking Samples The most import- tage
"But m New. York! Ah! Here, if a
mented since his visit here more than
two sizes are offered for sale
Usually
ant
of
is
part the test the securing of
four years ago, switched easily froi merchant, a business main, attains
fhe
by
dairy supply houses, one size
theme to theme, says the New Xo'it $r..000 a year or $10,000 a year, He is representative samples. Iuless this being sufficient to keep one pint of
at once desirous of $20,000 or $50.0 H." sampling is done with great caution milk sweet for seven or
World.
eight days,
The interviewer asked the duke what the test becomes valueless.
since
of
a
lot
He has gained
dignity
and the other or larger size will keep
M. Poincare's
The milk or cream from which the
1908, and might be taken, with his were the prospects of
one pint of milk for two weeks. These
is to be taken should be thoradministration.
sample
and
coming
word
easy cosmopolitan grace of
tablets are mor expensive than any
"He is a capable man, if he will ex- oughly mixed so as to get the lat of the other
gesture, his handsome,
preervatives, but always
, ercise his
rights," was the reply. "Tbe evenly distributed throughout the give satisfaction
head and face, and his tall, lithe
Corrosive sublimilk. This is best done by providing
for a diplomat. It may, perhariJ last half dozen presidents of France
mate Is a very jtrong poison, but the
an empty can and pouring the milk
be said without violating any ducal have allowed themselves to be too
tablets are usually combined with colcream from one can 'to the other
or
the
influenced
much
ministers,
by
matter tjiat gives a warning
etiquette that his marriage improved
oring
when, had they been men of action, at least four or five times. It is im- color to the mijk.
him much.
minis-ister- s
possible to thoroughly mix the conThe duke had just returned from the they could have removed the
Chloroform, bpracic acid, borax and
tents of a can that is almost full, by
notice.
sister-in-laa
Mr.
at
day's
and
bicarbonate of poda, are all used to
wedding of his
"President Fallieres? Bah! A piece any attempt at snaking. When the some extent, bijt are not as satisfacShepard when the reporter visited him
of
wood, like a log in that fire. He sampling is cone at the creamery or tory as the thlee mentioned above.
in his suite a the Hotel St Regis.
has
d
done nothing. Of all recent presi- on a route, thorough stirring is suf- Nearly all of me, preservatives are
coat
frock
wores
his
still
He
and! te samples should
with a gardenia at the lapel, and pass- dents there have been but two Who ficient.
There are two ways commoniy poisonous, marked arid
Casimir-Perie- r
and FaurA
ed a jesting remark about this fceing were good
be
kept out of
always
used for sampling and testing milk
the second notable wedding he had at What is most needed to be done by a
reach of children
and cream. First by taking a sample
tended in New York, at the same time French president now is to settle the,
JH. SIMPSON,
:
of each milking, or of each can of
;
X. M. A??icultural College.
as he passed the long, gold ripped Rus religious troubles."
To the chagrin of American demo- cream and testing this This metn--osian cigarette
gives the actual amount of butter
more
it may be reported that the
crats,
a
been
not
could
have
"There
to the Duke fat in the milk or cream. Second
Fench
people,
according
the
than
wedding
ceremony
I
delightful
a sample consisting of a
of Miss Gould and Mr. Shepard," he de Talleyrand, disapproved the elec- by taking
THE CAPITAL
NEWS
fROVI
milK
amount
each
from
proportionate
"So simple, so free from tion of Governor Wilson.
commented.
from
or
can
of
each
and
ing
cream,
not
do
"The
great majority, you see,
all the fuss that most of the promin
them U1 togetner in one sament alliances in this country bring understand your mode of elections," adding
Santa Ffe, N. I., Jan. 30. The DenA sample taken by the latbottle.
ple
he explained.
Being conservative,
about
ver
and Rio Grande officials were
ter
is
method
called "a composite
"Just (10 or 70 guests. That is to they think thus:
down
here in lorce yesterday and
and
the
sample
represents
average
"Why Bhould the great prosperous
be approved, I think. It is not the
oh the ftate corporation comcalled!
cent
of
in
butter
or
fat
the
per
milk
President
noble
gorgeous pageant, the wonderful dis- America, under the
mission'
cream
for
the
Superintendent R. T.
which
period during
nbt the
play, that should count when a man Taft, change its leader? Are
was
thit better station facil
stated
the
use
the
sample
gathered.
By
theiif
pres
and a woman take each other for Ufa. United States content with
Installed
will
at Tres Piedras
be
of
ities
second
method
this
a
great saving
The more simplicity, 1 believe, the ent wealth and happiness, of iwiiicn of
where complaint
Ctamlta
and
Is
Baranea
work
when
and
accomplished,
more sincerity, although that may not we read so gladly?"
parts are taken for sample, has been made. Two box cars, to
aliquot
always be so.
experiments show that quite accurate serve as temporary "depots" will be
NEW YORK STATE LLAGUE
"Anyhow, I was pleased that the
placed on a stfing' at Chamita. The
3ft.
Utlr-aIn compli'ahce results are obtained.
N. Y Jan,
and ihe
wedding of my sister-in-laIn order to secure an aliquot part question of improving conditions at
fine young man who is now her hus- with the call of President Farrell the
for
a composite sample some form of Tres Piedras and Baranea Is already
band should be so simple. Mr. Shep- club owner of the New York State
a
tube is best One form is in the supreme court.
rounded
to
sample
here
up
ard appears to be a splendid young Baseball league
a
Superintendent McGraw has taken
An
graduated glass or tin tube and a
man.
He looks like the type you day for their annual jpow-woinitiative in giving better service
the
Is
on
taken
whose
sample
made
before the magreading
Americans seem to hold in such high nouncement was
this tube corresponds to the number irrespective of jegat action to compel,
closed
behind
sesslcm
went
into
nates
regard a hard worker, one who acthat little ouside of routine of pounds of milk or cream in the ci.n, and In addition to the above improvecomplishes things. That Is it not? doors
Another form is a long metal tube, ments has issued an order restoring
is one of the requirements of the business was slated' for transaction. about
passenger service from
of an inch in di- the two-ca- r
The failure of Syracuse to land a
best sort of American."
to
Pe. This will be apSanta
ameter.
On
is
or
side
more
a
flue
The duke nodded In pleased fashion berth with the International league less continuous
can oe preciated by the traveling public, as
which
circuit
New
of
opening
the
means
that
the
over bis own knowledge of America
York state will remain the same w opened and closed before withdrawn. every one using the line knows how
when he was told that thiB was so.
With this form It is necessary always Incommodious it has been in the past,
"I am sure this simple marriage wik last season.
to put the milk or cream in a vessel to be crowded Into one coach between
be a happy one," he went on.
it If your children are
of
the same size. The ordinary meth- these stations, one car being heretoto
at
subject
was really charming. My kinswoman
tacks of croup, watch for the first od of sampling is by use of a sample fore switched at. Kspanola to mak4
is of a great nobility of character and symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamberdipper. If the milk or cream is thor- room for freight cars from that point.
Is appreciated in my own country ys lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
oughly mixed and when a composite Mr. McGraw was enthusiastic in hlr
in yours. I hope the example she set child becomes hoarse and the attack
off. For sale by all sample is not wanted this method an- commendatory comments on the work
in the arrangmenets for her wedding may be warded
swers quite well.
of the present slate corporation com
Adv.
dealers.
may be followed by many other AmerCare of Samples -- The samples of mission and paid Chairman Hugh II.
ican, women of wealth."
milk and cream must be handled Williams many compliments along
FARMERS' UNION IN SESSION
The subject of married life biting ap
S. C, Jan. HO. The an careled carefully if accurate results the line of his being not only a
Columbia,
parently in his mind, the Duke de nual winter conference of the Nation are expected.
railroad man, hut one who knew
A glass jar of about
Talleyrand turned for an Instant U al Farmers' union met in this
one pint capacity, fitted with a tight how to use his knowledge and when
city
Idanee at the picture of his son, a
today in connection with the National cover, and of such a form as to e to be alert and aggressive In hit
imbby, happy looking youngster, clad Corn show. President C, S. Barrett thoroughly cleaned, Is
satisfactory. It duties.
in a white astrakhan coat and hat.
Bhould be kept perfectly clean, and
Immense Shipment
and
officers
other
and
many
promin"My boy,?" he said, in response to ent members of the union from vari- when putting In the sample care must
The offices of the. state superintend
an inquiry about the well being of ous
parts of the country nre attend- be taken not to allow the milk to ent of instruction looked like Santa
the three-yea- r
old, who is named after
the)
ing
meeting, the purpose of which spill over the outside, and about tlv Claus day at the express offices. The
his uncle, Howard Gould. "Ah! That is to
consider questions of policy and mouth, us this usually starts mo ding, reason was due to a shipment of over
is one fine boy, my boy! lie is splendplans for the further extension of the which may Interfere with the testing. a thousand package to the various
id mentally and In the body' he Is
membership and influence of the or- Keep the Jar set m a clean, fairly clerks of school boards throughout the
perfect! One could not wish for a ganization.
cool place, and shake it well exh state. In each package was a direc
more excellent descendant."
day. (A rotating motion is best tor tory, Spanish or English, telling rules
"Of course, you are very proud 0
this does not produce the churning and regulations of interest to the:
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
him?" was suggested.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine effect.) This is to keep the cream boards. These boks will serve ' a
"Proud?" (the duke inflated hi Tablets.
Druggists refund money if It from raising and forming a lathery guides.
thest and tapped it with his fists). fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- film over the surface, which would
Insurance Matters
"Certainmentr! Proud I am an old nature la on each box. 25c.
Peter M. A. Linenn, deputy insurbe very bard to dissolve again in the
man, you know.".
milk. In case a film does form, heat ance commissioner, has completed his.
"What will be the bringing up of the
Persons troubled with partial para the sain pie to about 11 0 or 115 de report following an examination of the
liUIo duke? 1 ho to he a German, a lysis are of'en very much benefited press V. placing in vessel of warm Occidental Life Insurance company,
by massnclnfr
the affected part water. This melts the fat and it sep- which has its main onuses in AlbuFit'iichnmn. an American?"
of !l he will ino a French-:.,- " thoroughly when applying Chamber arates more easily, but the sampling querque. The reports states that the
Iain's Liniment Thin liniment alHc
fath'T. "He una bora relieves
;;;.!
rheumatic pains. For sale U rtiiiPt lie done qnfehly an some of the paid up capital sleek of the company
!,
t
t
parent! for
ail dealer!. a J v.
fat mion collects Bu.aln on the is $11.1.000. Other figures are given.
!',.,. lit
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Concluding Mr. Ldneau makes the fol
lowing comments of interest:
Upon December 31st, 1912 the company had in force 2,181 policies
amounting to $5,2G0,579, a substantial
increase over the previous year.
The company's surplus suffered
during the year by death losses, whicl
was above the expected,
and although the number of losses was only
15, the amounts of individual losses
were high, a number of them occurring
by accidental means.

"The company during the year bat..
the good fortune of securing the services, for a complete investigation of
all of its applications In its medical
department, of one of the best known
and
insurance medical examiners,
during the present year his recommendations will ibe put Into effect
"All securities were inspected and
found to be in proper form and orden
The accounting systems are complete
and accurately kept
"The company's operating expenses
in proportion to the volume of business transacted shows a distinct de
crease in comparison with previous
years, thus proving efficient and
economical management, and there is
no reason why the company should
not make substantial progress during
the present year."
Hunting Without License
Mounted Policeman John A. Beal
arested at Hurley, New Mexico, E. D.
Goforth and B. II. White, who were
hunting without a license. They
pleaded guilty, 'but were afterwards
acquitted, a new method in civil procedure. He also arrested Ames Keith,
who was charged with horse stealing; later Keith was released as the
charge was withdrawn, it was said
after he had returned the stolen horse
to its owner.
Renewal
A renewal of the corporate exist

ence

of the Philin Schneider Brewing
a Colorado
corporation
with office at Raton, in New Mexico,
was filed in the offices of the corporation commission today.
Will Save Millions for the State
The corporation commission has forwarded a document to the interstate
commission
commerce
regarding
freight rates, that is one of the most
or.mp.any,

important papers yet presented to that
national body from any state in the

west
The document is an exhaustive, comprehensive and aible presentation of
the petition of the Corporation Commission of New Mexico versus the
Santa Fe and some gO other railroads,
setting forth most clearly and forcibly
the violation of these traffic cariers of
several sections of the federal act
to the regulation of commerce.
In other words the petition just prepared by the commission takes up at
length the subject of discriminating
rates that involves some 50,000 interstate rates charged New Mexico shippers by carriers, both east and west
It sets forth with a large amount of
proof that three sections of the na-- j
tional law are being directly violated
by the railroads to the great detriment
of those In New Mexico who are shipping to1 and from this state to such
points as Kansas City, St Louis, Chi
cago and so forth in the east, and to
San Francisco and other points in the

west
The petition states that the' roads
have directly violated sections 1, 3 and
4, of the federal act
Section 1 provides that all rates
shall be reasonable and just.
Section 3 refers particularly to the
matter of discrimination and provides
that no special rates shall lie given to
any one city or section which will aid
that city or section to be developed
and built up,' to the detriment of any

olher city or section in the same territory.
Section 4, which is known as
and short haul clause, provides
that no rate shall be greater at intermediate points than at more distant
points over, the same routei
There is a volume of evidence, including citations of rates now ira .
pressed upon, New Mexico shippers, to
show that corresponding rates to
points in Colorado, Texas and other
adjacent territory are discriminating
and act greatly not only to the detriment of the individual but to the great
detriment and handicap of every locality in New Mexico. Trmadad on the
north, and Amarillo and El Paso, on
the south, for instance, are towns that
have been greatly benefited not only
in points of better and discriminating
rates, but thereby have drawn the investor and have added millions of assessable property to their wealth and
resources, to the exclusion and injury
of the towns and cities of this state.
An adjustment of rates in accord
with the sections of the federal law
cited, and along the lines clearly and
legally claimed by the state corporation commission would save from
$500,000 to $1,000,000 to the shippers
of New Mexico, to say nothing of the
increased millions of wealth that
would be added by investors.
The corporation commission calls
for an early consideration of the petition to be given the matter in Wasli
ington, I). c, at which time the set
eral complaints, evidence and arguments will be gone into between the
state and railroad bodies.
Goes to Duke City
Commissioner
Deputy Insurance
Peter M. A. Lineau leaves today for
Albuquerque to inspect the Occidental
Fire Insurance company. He recently
completed inspection of the Occidental Life Insurance company.
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to malte
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It
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to Buy
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New York, Jan. 30. "Our movement is not a religious one. It is an
organization of Catholic women who
believe in personal work for womankind, such work, for instance, as St.
Catherine of Sienna did. Of course
we believe in votes for women. We
have not been approved as an organization by the Cardinal. We have not
applied for approbation for the rea-o- n
I have just stated namely, that
we are not a religious organization,"
said Miss Winifred Sullivan, woman
lawyer, who is the leading spirit in
the spreading of the gospel of votes
for women among Catholics. "If neces-ansocial custom demanded it, and
if windows- were common, they (St
Teresa and S.t. Catherine) might
have broken a window or two in
Spanish convents and courts at that
time," said Miss Anne M. Nolan.
Catholic young women ot the town
who are winning converts every day
to the
among their
had
have
propaganda
their first encounter with the clergy
of their denomination who, like Cardinal Farley, are opposed to woman
suffrage. In a recent issue of the
Monitor, the official paper of the Kt.
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MOVEMENT IN NEW YORK IS BECATH-TRINING PROMOTED BY ST.
ASSOCIATION.

FOUfID HEALTH

IN THE RACE

Cer Health

VOTES

017 THIS VJOLlAfl

Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
all weakened and worn out with womanly troubles. My husband brought
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day, it Beemed to help.
I had almost lost 'my reason, but,
thanks to Cardui, I did not Soon. I
felt and looked like a new woman. I
think the remedy is wonderful.
I
recommend it to my friends, for I have
received great benefit from it."
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
nerIt helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects ot
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live soma
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's remedy, soon show
themselves in many different ways.
Try it -
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WHO WON FIRST EVENT AT
INDIANAPOLIS WILL COM-

MAN

'

Utica, Ohio. "I suffered everything
from a female weakness after baby
came. I had name
Indianapolis, Indi, Jan. 30. There
spells and was dizzy,
Is a buzz of excitement in automobile
had black spots be
fore my eyes,
racing circles here, the rumor being
back ached and 1
current that Ray Haroun, who, driving
was so weak I could
a Marmon car, won the first annual
hardly stand up. My
Sweepstakes
international
face was yellow,
ra.ee at the Indianapolis Motor Speed,
even my fingernails
in
the
is
1911,
way
superintendent
were colorless and J
construction of another Marmon which
had displacement 1
took Lydia E. Pink- in the
will be entered
i
i
;
ham's Vegetable
classic to be staged at the Speedway
and
now
I am stout, well an'!
Compound
Memorial day. So far, officials of the
I can do all my own work and
Marmon company have not confirmed healthy.
can walk to town and back and not get
the rumor, but those who claim to tired. I would not give your
Vegetable
be on the inside assert that mysterious Compound for all the resl of the medievents are transpiring at the Marmon cines in the world. I tried doctor's medfactory. Ray Haroun's racing car icines and they did me no good." Mrs.
room
is said to have Mary Eablewine, R.F.D. No. 3, Utica,
the
PETE

V

,

Would not give Lydia ELPink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound
for All Rest of Medicine
in the World.
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GETS

BRIDE AL'O A

FOmiKE
MISS HELENA
STALLO
IS
WED MICHEL MUDAT IN
PARIS ON MONDAY.

TO)

New York, Jan. 0.
According to
word received from Paris, ttte final

preparations have been made for tn
wedding in that city early next week
of Miss Helena Stalio, of Cincinnati
and New York, a 20 year oil girl who
"i-V
possesses a fortune of many millions
"of dollars in
own right.
The lucky man to win her is Princa
?
Michael Murat, a nephew of the
V 'A
V '
v
Eugenie. Their engagement
was
less than a month,
announced
I
of the bride-electhe
father
ago
by
I
- i
;
Miss Stalio is the younger daughter of Edmund K. Stalio and grandI
o
"
I
daughter of Alexander AlcDonald,
'
cv
who was ablg man in financial circles in the middle west. Mr. McDonat
K. B. Write to: ladles" Advisory Dept.. Charta.
factory
Ohio.
mora Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Term., for Si'fdai
ald died some three years ago In
been closed to everybody, and this is
book, "Home TreatiMU
Instrurtitmx, and
Another Case.
Z
I
J
,
far Woman." Mat. in plain wrapper on request.
Long Beach, Cal., at the age of 82.
generally accepted as meaning that
Nebo, 111. "I was bothered for ten His
the Marmon company is planning a
estate, which was estimated to
I
with
female troubles and the docyears
young women go further and declare
surprise which will be of great Inter- tors did not help me. I was so weak and be .worth between $15,000,000 and
that SS. Teresa and Catherine were
est to followers of the racing game.
nervous that I could not do my work $20,000,000, was left to his grandthe original suffragettes.
and every month I had to spend a few daughters, Laura McDonald
won
the
Harroun
Kver
Stalio
since
big
I
l
"Women," Bays Miss Nolan in her
event in 1911, with his "Marmon days in bed. I read so many letters about and Helena McDonald Stalio.
article in the current number of tne
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComMcDonald came to this country in
Wasp", enthusiasts have wanted to
curing female troubles that I got 1831 and settled in Cincinnati.
Irish American, "are not trying to
see a car of the same make in action pound
He
abottleofit It did me more good than
be equals of men.. What they want
and if present reports are true, anything else I ever took and now it has was president of the Standard Oil
again,
is to make men their equals, to bring
their ambition will be gratified on cured me. I feel better than I have company of Kentucky, a vice presimen up to their level in morals and
May 30. The entrance of a Marmon for years and tell everybody what the dent of the Standard Oil company of
ethics. St. Catherine of Sienna and
will add special interest to the race Compound has done for me. I believe 1 New Jersey, a director rf the Bis
would not be living
y
St.
but for Four railroad, of the1 Third National
Teresa were types of the mediaevNewof
Eev. J. J. O'Connor, bishop
since a previous winner will then be
Mrs. Hettie Greenstbeet,
that"
and
the
church
Yet
al
Kev.
Dr.
suffragette.
the
which
is
edited
bank, and of the Carnegie Trust comenterby
cars
ark,
matched against the other
Nebo, Illinois,
William P. Oantwell, there, appeared its people are not the worse, for a
pany.
ed. There Is also a keen rivalry beMcDonald's only daughter married
tirade against "the Teresa of Jesus and a Catherine of
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measures for tarift reduction to be
considered
approaching extra
session of congress. Whether there
Is to be one comprehensive tariff bill
or a series of separate measures on
the more important articles and schedules, is a 'matter that is yet to be determined.
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After a while
Alonzo trans
the Inalienable right of every news person to sign a petition for Initiat ferred the title toKing
a Boston corpora
gathere to receive his eekly wage ing a law unless that person is ac tion, a development company, which
with a grunt and a sigh over the high quainted with the provisions thereof. leased the island to
the United Fruit
cost of living. Most city editors are It also makes the signing of anoth
which in turn erected there
company
used to this grumbling. They can er person's name a felony.
the most important wireless station
The second provides that all state in the West Indies.
hoar individual and collective protests
irom the staff twice a day for months departments' must report to the govAs the Panama canal approached
and still be unmoved. Once in a while ernor at any time, upon request,
the United States' govern
completion
a lone reporter goes on strike for more what they are doing and the condition ment made known its intention
of
of their finances, and gives the govmoney and sometimes he gets it
upon King Alonzo's suggestion
acting
But we cannot understand why our ernor power to' use the public exam and
making Swan Island a coaling
desire to be limlt-?- ! iner-tJewish
investigate' department af- station, and it was now almost time
to three columns of news a day. fairs.
for him to abdicate and go to Wash
There are two kinds of reporters
The third provides for the transfer
ington. In July, 1909, he landed In
young and old. The young always of the state supreme court ant' the Boston from the good ship Lfmon.
want to write and the old are always court of appeals to' ttm jiew state The
fruiter, attracted by the signal,
willing to report by telephoneunless, museum building.
had lain by off Swan Island and tak
of course, space is the object. Taking
The fourth' places all state and en
away its discoverer and propri
up the complaint against the copy edi county officers on a salary basis. Tor etor, with his daughter-in-law- ,
Mrs.
tors, the strikers from a reporter's day being the last day in which bills W, C. Adams. From Boston he went
are Justified, but in the nmv T - Intrnrtnnod. hnih liniiRPK cave
'standpoint
to Washington, where he had
I
view of a copy editor they are not. The most of their time to the lntroluc- - directly
a conference; with ths'. tflfte depart.--'
ony editor has the worst Job on the Hon of new measures
meut, which lj;d to the acquisition of
The senate today In executive ses- the
paper. Whereas the reporter Juis' the
strategic dot In the Carribean for
'universe to kick aswinst all that the sion considered' how best to handle
a coaling station. After a visit to the
Vopy editor has to denounce is the the appropriation of the Internal imprincipal eastern cities ''Adams re'reporter's workbut that is all
provement fund of approximately I'jIIO,. turned to his island domain for a
Again, the only sweets of the 000. At present this money la d
brief stay
;opy editor's life are the chopping of poslted In a Denver bank. Sentiment
In
of 1910 five earthquake
'
detested reporter's copy, ''''my, let expressed by senators favored i.he shocksJanuary
shook
up tne island, throw
'htm have that privilege- .- Indianapolis passage of the state highway com
ing the wireless engineer, L. F. Mar
News.
mission 1)111, but the fear was exI
tin, and the operator, J. Roberts, out
pressed that ir this fund was thereby of their
bed, rocking buildings, up
turned over to the commissioner,
END OF TARIFF HEARINGS
furniture and throwing pic
setting
; "WnslilurCon.
Jan. 30. The first the meiiatire might be referred to the tures from the walls; but nobody was
'.Ifl.'i the enromouB task of tariff voters and tile internal improvement Injured. Then Alonzo Adams complet
revision Is about concluded. Tomor- fund tied up for another two years. ed his abdication and went to farmAnother plan provided that 100 1111
row's heas'ittgs on miscellaneous scheding on a place he bought in Kant
a proportionate part of
series
the
end
of
the
appropriating
mark
dill
Hampton, Conn. One of his sons was
bouse the internal improvement fund to the
,f hearings that lias kept the
already established in Bast Hamp
and moans committee Jusy sine state highway commission be passed, ton, the other was in Boston. One
With the con-- inasmuch aa appropriation bills are
rtn first of tho month
lived at Port Jefferson, 1
most not subject to referendum. The as daughter
I., and the other was married to Dr.
lnsum of thesa tearing the
.mnoriaul of the preliminary wort- sembly in Joint, session heard the plea P. J. Currier, a dentist, at Fulton
disposed of and every- of D. C. Collier, president of the San street and Bedford avenues in Brook"'(.
readiness to begin Diego exposition, for an appropriation lyn,
Jn
v .'
.hu.it win !'
,..
f ,Ks.fUns the measure or by Colorado for an exhibit.
Last May a laliorer employed on
me- - can
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cowniciisa ? RIVALS

What Ions

;

of

ncrve-rackin-

ff

OF VE NHS

con-

stant torture what sleeplessdaysnights of
terrible
agony itch itch itch, constant itch, until It seemed that I must
tear off my very akin then
Inntant relief my skin cooled, soothed

KING OF

0

Dally by Mail

tlx

SKIPPER oil,

'

(Incorporated)
M.

YANKEE

DAIl--

and healed!
The very first drops of 'D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema stopped that awful
Itch Instantly: yes, the very moment
D.D.D. touched the burning skin tho torture ceased. A 25c bottle proves It.
D.D.D. had been known for years as
the only absolutely reliable eczema
remedy, for it washes away the disease
germs and leaves the skin as clear and
as that of a child.
healthy
All other druggists have D.D.D. Prescription go to them It you can't coma
to us but don't accept some big profit
t.
substitute. "
But if you come to our store, we are
bo certain of what D,D T). will do for you
that we offer you a lull size bottle on
this guarantee: If you do not find that
It takes away the itch AT ONCE, it
costs you not a cent.
K. D. GOODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M.

r.
o
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AN ENTERTAINING LECTURE O

RE PLENTIFUL

ON ALASKA ESKIMO LIFE and KLONDYKE GOLD FIELDS

BY

(MAYS

S.
Rev. Francis Barnum
Yaara
For
AMLaton.ryln Alaska

NUMEROUS WOMEN IN THIS AGE
ARE AS WELL FORMED AS
GODDESS OF LOVE.

Eight

J.

FOR. THE BENEFIT OF THE
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS' SCHOOL

Have you a little Venus in your
home? If not. it is a matter you ought
to attend to right, away, for they are
turning them up all over the United
States ani Englanu in these bustling
8 P. M. SUNDAY FEBRUARY 2nd., 1913
days, says thp Kansas City Star. It's
a dull day in New York when some
one
of the papers doesn't discover a D TICKETS FIFTY CENTS TO ANY PART OF THE HOUSE
Swan Island suffered a crushed foot
and It was obvious that amputation lady who will modestly admit that
was necessary; but there was no sur- she has the goddess of Meios backed
MUSIC BY
the wayy anl crying for help
geon. The wireless operator called' against
in the matter of. general shapeliness.
up a ship 420 miles away. The situAnd these latter day Venuses have
ation was explained to tie ship's surthe
measurements to prove It, too. No
exdetail
and
detail by
he
geon,
mere
idle chatter about being as
plained to the wireless operator on
as Venus,
but stern,
good
looking
Swan Island just how the operation
should be' performed. The instruc- cold facts, like this:
Venus' bust measure was 37
tions were sent by wireless, and the
inches mine is 36. Venus had a
a
was
success.
The
operation
patient
waist I have one that's 2C,
insisted on pressing the wireless key
to express his thanks to the distant the love goddess' nips measured i'i
inches, mine 41, etc., etc."
steamer's surgeon.
The Goddess of Love.
Captain Adams amassed a fortune
And who was this' Venus person,
on the island. lie was 70 years old
at the time of nis deatl. HL. widow anyhow? Well, she was tne goddess
and four children survlvs. For near- of love, and she was one of the busiest little trouble makers on Olympus.
ly half a century he was a member
A person of changing affections was
Masons
of
cf
of the Yew Tree lodge
This lodge look part in Veuus, and there were a number ot
Brooklyn.
individuals, gods and mortals, who
his funeral services.
were favored witn ner attentions first
and last. The legend was that she
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
was born of the sea foam, and from
Kansas City, Jan. SO. Cattle Re- that fact came one of her numerous
ceipts 3,500, including' GCO southerns. middle names, Aphrodite. She was
Market steady to 10 cenuts higher. also called
Cytherea and Cyprus, and
Native steers ,$G.808.75; southern the
one. Oh, Venus
had
Paphian
steers $5.757.'i5: southern cows and
a bunch of aliases.
quite
heifers $3.756.25; native cows and
She had also a troublesome son,
heifers $3.907.50; stackers and feedCupid, who went about like the sparers $3.807.40; bulls $5.006.25; row with his.
bow and arrow, taking
western steers a
calves $6.5010.25;
shot at innocent bystanders and
$6.508.00; western cows $3.706.50. causing them great uneasiness of
Hogs Receipts 10,!00. Market 5
mind. Cupid has figured on Valen10c higher.
Bulk f sales $7.45
tines and ornamental clocks for thou
7.55; heavy $7.457.f5; butchers and sands of
years. His first name, tne
light $7.40
packers $7.457.b0!
poets tell us, was Dan.
7.55; pigs $6.257.06;
Venus was very fond of Mars; In
Sheep Receipts 5j000. Market 10 fact, he was her mate
upon Olympus
Muttons $4.005.60;
cents higher.
Mars, you know, was the god of war,
Colorado lambs $75068.25;
range and
maybe that's where that old saw
wethers and yearling $!i.007.50;
Wheat, May 93; July 90; Sep- got started about none but the brave arrows. The way we get a line on
range ewes $3.255.00,
deserving the fair. At any rate, the the goddess' proportions, however, is tember 89.
Corn, May 51; July 52; Septemgoddess' heavenly affiliations didn't not from history, but from the famprevent her running down to earth ous VenuB of Milo, the statue which ber 53.
v
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
now and then and flirting with some was discovered by a peasant "in fX820
Oats,
May
July 34; Septembd
SS.1
33;
The appearNew York, Jan.
mortal while Mars was and which Is now in the Louvre v ' 33.
orders
tor
ot
ance
large purchasing
':".
out on the road. She was very friend- Paris.
Pork, May $19.20; July $19.17.
the leading stocks strengthened tne
8
of
The
Milo
Venus
5
feet
is
with
of
the
father
ly
Anchises,
Lard,
May $10.25; July $10.25.
and
market decidedly Uday
trading
Aeneas. If you have not completely inches tall, 23.3 lLChes around' the
Ribs, Jan. $10.27; May $10.27;
was more active, vith a broad upbook you waist, 37 inches bust measure,, hips July $10.25.
ward movement. Virtually every' forgotten your grammar
Aeneas
did upon 39 inches, and weight (in nesh and
remember
may
that
stock commonly triaed in was in his
from
shoulders
of Troy blood) estimated1 at 156 pounds. Here
flames
the
brisk demand, with" advances reachRead The OpQa
are the dimensions of a few of it
old Anchises bear.
the
ing several points ii the most active
who
latV
nave
charmers
been
touted
Public
In
Troy.
Property
issues. Sentiment Vas influenced
Well, It was quite generally known as the goddess' physical superiors
by evidenc that the manipu- around
Some Rivals of Venus.
Troy that Venus was the
lation of Can was bsing its force in
The one at Cornell weighB 111,, is
we find her
mother
of
and
Aeneas,
Can forged
specuiaticn.
curbing
the unhappy Aeneas while he 5 feet 7 inches tall, bust 34.6 inches,
ahead steadily, an touched 45 de- helping
was
about the Mediterranean waist 30.3 inches, hips 40.4. IncidentCUTTER & CROSSETTE, Muken
beating
spite frequent relapses on profit takally, she wears spectacles.,
for
hunting
Italy.
ing. Bonds were sieady.
New York has discovered an Irish
Really, Venus owed the Trojans
Realizing sales cjtme too fast for
Miss Jessie Bradbury, whom
was
for
she
actress,
who
too,
the
that,
person
the market to digest readily ami was
for the Tro- it enters in the race. Here are ier
really
responsible
to
theer was a reactbu amounting
jan war. It seems that Venus, Juno measurements: Height 6 feet t
about a point in Amalgamated, Can and Minerva
were squabbling one inches, weight 153 pounds, chest
and the Harrimans. (Near 1 o'clock the
was the best look- inches, waist 25 inches, hips "39
which
about
day
stocks begn to cllmlj again and reacheach claiming the distinction her- inches.
ing,
ed their best prices lot the movement. self.
A woman whom London? ways is a
Weakness in Southern Pacific,
Miss
wonder,
said
Kllzabeth e Tatson,
'a
with
'Personally,"
Juncj,
a point below yester
which fell
at Minerva,"' goddess of
weighs
156, is o feet 4
Jjioues talL
glance
day's closing, checked the improve
"I don't think anybody who chest 33 inches, waist 26 inches, hips
ment in the market, Prices sagged wears
glasses can qualify in a beaufractionally and dealings shrank to ty contest."
In spite of all ihese npstar.tsi the
nominal proportions,
"
chances
"Well,
are that the Venus of Milo
Minerva
my
dear,"
replied
The market closed heavy. A Irop acidly,
will
continue
to he the. standard of
"you may have your charms,
of
points in Norfolk and Westcn but they don't seem to be
feminine beauty for some Sirne to
strong
nevl
a
of
announcement
greeted the
enough to keep Jupiter at home. I come. Anyhow, our American sense
Issue of convertible bonds. Sympathe- noticed him
of fairness ought to prevent our pieca
playing about with
tic weakness was displayed by the
'
as I was coming down Olympus ing on an unarmed woman.
.
no better
general market, with the downward this afternoon!"
movement gaining more momentum
in
made
shirts
Ana as ror you, Venus dear," obCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
as prices gave way under the mingled served Juno
never
Jan. 30. Wheat advanced
cattily,
"you've
Chicago,
effects of realizing and bear selling. looked the same since
Adonis Jilted today becauBe of drought over largo
another
advanced
Can meanwhile
you."
sei'tlons of India and on account of the
notelii
Recessions from the htehesV
Paris Gets Jn Bad,' '
unfavorable
outlook for peace. P Mild
ran to about a point in the important
At this' stage of the game along weather in the American wlnW
crop
'
'
',
shares.'
enme young Paris," son of the
king or belt, however' caused an easy tone
The last sales were as follbws:
Troy, and vln a moment of weakness nt first. ''Kxffecleil liberal'
can!!'say;! this, conshipments
7:i";i
Amalgamated Copper
consented to act as Judge In the from;
tem
also,
little
Argentina
caye-HJMs
scientiously after having
Sugar . .........:;.'.
beauty show. Ho handed the honors
to ibtf"beajs.V tile openNorthern Pacific ............ ' .H'J'A to Venus and called down on his own porary help
examined all
seen
"lower to yt" ad
ing ranged from
t(ir'-'vacuous head the hatred ot the other vance.
Reading .
to 93
May started at 92
the leading lines made
10"M two.
Southern Pacific
The Trojan war was the direct the same
from last night as
change
W
Union Pacific
in this
outcome of this little affair.
tho market talen altogether, and then
63
United States Steel
All through
we
mythology
find rose to 93. The close was stiiuly
11"
Venus figuring In various sorts
United States Steel, pfd
of at 03
for May,
above last night.
every way.
scrapes.
Although the goddess of
corn
May
nnchanged to'V oft at
ANY OLD NAME
love, she up,,,
to have made hersoif 51
to
51, and seemed Inclined' to Come in "the assortment
St. Petersburg. Jan. 30. There is rather disagreeable, as for
Instance keep at the lower level. Th, close
to pre- when
law
Russian
the
in
is fine.
Cupid ploped with
nothing
Psyche and was steady, with May 4 n'ef l.j.vei
vent Russian Jews naming their ehli- caused such a stir on Olympus. Venus
'4'' I '.(.''
at 51.
PRICES SlJOO to $3.50
drn fts they please, according tosena was the thoroughly disagreeable May
which
oats,
shade
started
mother-in-lafor a while, hnd set
'
ruling laid down by the Russian
at
34,
went, upu to
higher
ato todny. The ministry asked tin Poor Psyche to do all the disagreeProfit taking on the part
holders
sut
the
on
For Sale By
able
decision
a
to
tasks
senate
give
around the place and gen- turned the
down
provision
market'
custom
the
to
growing
erally
treated
ltKe
owing
her
a stepchild.
ject,
First salg varied from '"'4
wardi
The times Venus figured In
amomr the Jews of using ordinary
ancient lower to 5 cents advance, with May
Old
of
history are numberless. She seems .o at
Russian first names instead
$19.25 to $19.30 for
$10 ny
Testament names. The holy synod have selected the victims and then for" lard and $10.30 for pork
ribs. .
custom.
the
turned
had protested against
Cupid loose on them with hlB
The closing quotations were: ' "

Duncan's Opera House
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

'
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ohirts
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,

Eu-rop-

There are

America

'

than the

'

Elgin Shirts

;
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and'

countrywe
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them in

'
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Bacharach Bros.
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F. E. Clarke of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in the city today.
J. E. Powers of the forestry service,
wtih headquarters in Santa Fe, was
a visitor in the city today.
'
?
!
William Smith arrived in the city
this afternoon and will be here for
Beveral days visiting his family.
Elmer Fowler, who has been spending the past ten days in Denver, reconsideration In the designing and conturned to Las Vegas this afternoon.
Safety was the
Mrs. Charles O'Malley left this af- AFTER LOSING THREE STRAIGHTS
struction of our Safe Deposit and Storage Vaults. They are
ternoon for jjenver where, she will
THE CELLAR CHAMPIONS
AWAKEN
spend several weeks taking music
lessons.
BURGLAR PROOF
WATER PROOF
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown, EdStanding of tho Team
ward Edison and S. S. Knapp of ne
Won Lost.
Team
Pet
AlOB PROOF
FIRE PROOF
Valmora ranch were visitors in the Anient
......2 0 1.000
1
3
.750
McWenie
city today.
Mrs. J. C. Baker left this afternoon Witten
2
2
.500
And afford complete protection to
property of each patron.
1
for her former home in westmore, 13. Hoke
1
.500
For
information kindly telephone Main 51 or call and
2
.333
la., where she wi.. visit her parents Kelly
...1
for some time.
2
1
.333
Losey
vaults
6th. and Douglas.
inspect
3
.200
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez re Trumbull
Fe
from
Santa
afternoon
turned this
where he has been spending several
The Trumbull bowling team last
days on business.
evening won its first game In the
of the Elks' tournament when if defeated
i
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado
West side, who has been in Sants the Witten team by the large total of
Fe for several days, returned to La .169 pins. For the individual high
CAPITAL
Vegas this afternoon.
$106,000.00
score Trumbull took the honors of
S..
the
Little drove into
Mrs. J.
the evening, having a total of 501
city yesterday afternoon from her pins for the three strings, while Tenhome in Mora and will be a visitoi nis of the same team was second with
here for several (lays.
a pinfall of 448 pins.
Edward Stern, who formerly residud
The team scores are as follows:
in Las Vegas, was nwe toaay on a Trumbull team Trumbull, 504 pins;
trip for Hothschild Brothers of St. Dennis, 448 pins; Strass, substituting
Louis, for whom he is traveling.
for W. Hoke, 392 pins; Duncan, subDeVere Powers, who has been in
stituting for O'Malley, 413 pins; J.
Dodge City, Kan., in the interests of Danziger, 344 pins; total, 1,101 pins.
OF
the Agua Pura company for tho past Witten team Witten, 403 pins; Leahy,
HI
month, returned to Las Vegas this 437
pins; Lord, 414 pins; Hammond,
afternoon.
302 pins; Rosenthal, 376 pins, total,
,
Adrian David of Lincoln, Neb., and
i
K'
y
i
1,932 pina.
George Griffith of Pawnee, Neb., on
V.-V- .
a."'" vl
their way to California stopped over
In Las Vegas for the day and were FIREMEN DEBATING
ON
(Continued From Page One)
the guests of Mrs. Harriet Van Pet- ten and Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward.
of wages to employes in money or
A. G. Webb, who is interested in THE RAGGING QUESTION check of even uate when the employthe La Cueva ranch properties, arment terminates were roported unrived in the city today, and, togethOft favorably.
er with several business men, went ARE UNDECIDED WHETHER
The house spent the entire after- FANCY
THE
ALLOW
NOT TO
out to the La Cueva ranch this afterFor Plowing, Seeding, Discing, Harrowing, Hauling, Road Work, Harvesting
non
debating on the Sumner county
DANCES AT THEIR BALL
noon, making the trip in one of tiie
bill and finally passed the measure
Running Feed Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Hay Balers, Treshing Machines
Whalen automobiles.
26 to 14 and adjourned until Monday
Etc. The most economical and practical tool ever invented for the medium
Leaders in everything they underMra. M J. Griffith, her daughter,
II
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. The senate
Hose
E.
company
Romero
sized farmer.
the
i
Miss Mary M. Griffith, and her sister, take,
tomorrow
2
o'clock
until
adjourned
in
lead
Miss Mary E. Griffith, are here from members are now taking the
Further information may be had by calling on me at the Las Vegas
and their dance afternoon. The members of the house
Chicago and are spending the winter the "ragging" question
...
Roller Mills.
. . K
senate
received
and
mileage
today
at St. Anthony's sanitarium. They ai committee which has charge of the and
two
weeks,
salary for the first
to be given on
rived a few days ago and are great! grand masquerade ball
E. L. BEAL
East Las Vegas, N. Ai.
and the employes of both houses were
whether
is
considering
21,
plesed with Las Vegas. The Griffith!, February
off.
paid
cut
to
are prominent residents of the Wludy or not to allow tie "raggers"
Rilla Introduced in the house today
loose at the ball With their "Turkey
City.
House Bill No. 72, toy Cordova, to
"chicken
A POOR READER.
bears,"
MASSACHUSETTS' BUILDING
,rgrizzly
trots,"
for the disposition of funds -- Los Angeles, Jaa. 30. A resident
provide
cf
etc.
Several
San Francisco, Jan. 30.- - Colonel
flips," "horse troti"
of this county who never heard ot Peter H. Corr, Allen H. Sedgwick and
Mr. Greenberger, wo has been ill at the committee axe Entirely opposed to received from liquor licenses.
House Bill No. 73, iby Padilla, rela Clarence S, Darrow, and, to Whom the
his home for several days with the "ragging" in any form, but the more
George P. iufcade arrived here today
tive to proceedings in justice courts, name McNamara was unfamiliar was to select
a site for the Massachusetts
grip, Is greatly Improved and expects liberal members "believe there is such
House Bill No. 74, by Llewellyn, to found today. He is D. S. Dresbach,
to return to work tomorrow.
a thing as dignified Wgging' and th3
at the Panama-Pacifi- o
Interpaviliion
courts. a
more modified of th "rags" such as regulate practice in district
dariyman, called as a venireman in national exposition. They will not forto appeals from justice of the lawyer's .cond trial. He admitthe Tango, the grapetine and the one-- relative
mally take title until next Monday.
courts.
the
peace
ted a vague recollection of having
step, which inreality are no more than
TARIFF ON SADDLES
House Bill No. 75, by Sanchez, to heard of the destruction of" the Los
respectable turkey "3t3 (if such a
certain sections of the fence Angeles Times builain by' explorepeal
at
be
mai
is
permitted
possible)
NOTICE OF SALE.
thing
law.
sives.
WILL BE REDUCED the ball.
;
State of New Mexico, County of San
to
No.
Bill
House
76, by Sanchez,
("My wife reads fthe newspapers
Among the membeip of the E. RomIn the District Court.
Miguel.
event the running at large of hogs. and tells me about the murders and
er Hose company tha question is be pi
on the twenty-nintWhereas,
day
House Bill No. 77, by Sanchez, to automobile accidents," said Dresbach. of
CHAIRMAN UNDERWOOD SO ANA. D. 1912, in cause
November,
ing argued every eve ting as the fire
an
establish
agricultural experiment "Before I came here this morning I Number 6878, on the docket
NOUNCES TODAY AT ONE OF
laddies gather about their recreation
of tba
''' HOUSE HEARINGS '
hose house on station, on the dividing line between asked her about this case and she district court of San Miguel county.
room in the
Union
and Mora counties. ,t; .
said she did not jtnow' anything about New Mexico, in which Frank
the West side. As ths dance commit
Cayot is
House Bill No. 78, to establish
It"
Washington. Jan. 30. Chairman tee has not as yet glVen out its deciand Virginia Gonzales da
plaintiff
school
at Wagon
The defense used a peremptory Ollvas, Caledon
Underwood stated at the opening of sion in the matter th.3 "ragging" mem state industrial
s,
Olivas, Francisco
..,
challenge to remove Dresbach from
today's tariff hearing that the pres bers of the department are still hope Mound.
Tonita Olivas, Prudencla Olivas.
ent 20 per cent tariff on harness and ful that on the evening of their grand
the jury box. J. Ross Clark, Vice Jacobo Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Margaof Salt Lake railroad, said rita
statement
too
was
The
to
high.
president
be
saddlery
permitted
annual ball they may
Olivas, Josetita Olivas and Aba-lit- a
he had expressed an opinion on the
was made while E. W. Campbell of demonstrate to the piblic of Las VeOlivas and board or county corn,
ENGLAND SLOW lfl OER dase and was excused.
'
Cincinnati, representing a saddlery gas just how these lances are exemissioners of the county ot San Mi
will
association, was pleading for the re- cuted. The dance lommittee
guel are defendants. Judgment was
tention of the duty.
ANSWER TO AOEOICA
make public in a few lays its decision
ADMITS HIS GUILT.
duly rendered' in favor of the plain,
"We are not going to write a pro regarding the "raggtjg" question.
Boston, Jan. 30. James McNicho- - tiff and agamst the defendants, with,
hibitive tariff," said Mr. Underwood.
A member of the committee stated
las, under indictment, at Cleveland the exception of board of county com.
ARBITRATHE
tho
to
know
like
would
he
for alleged fraudulent use of the missioners of the county of San Mithat
today
TION TREATY IS STILL UNacmalls in the sale of Idaho, and Ore- guel, for the sura oi one thousand foropinion of the public) before any
DER CONSIDERATION.
dollars, together
gon mining stocks, today , 'admitted ty six and
GROSS KELLY TO OPEN tion is taken. The . Romero Hoee
his identity and made a, full state- with interest thereon at the rate of
company always conducts respectable
London, Jan. 30. The British gov ment regarding his
dealings, accord six per centum per annum from the
dances, he declared, and it would not
BRANCH IN SANTA FE permit any kind of dancing that would ernment has not reached a decision lng to Postal Inspector Gray. Hi first day of October A. D. 1907 to the
not be sanctioned by everybody. He said on the question of resuming negotia agreed to waive extradition proceed) date of sale hereinafter mentioned;
n
he had been informed that the young- tion for the ratificatron or the
lngs. Inspector Gray said that the and
PURCHASE A SITE IN THE CAPIarbitration
which
treaty,
the
Whereas, the cause aforesaid was
Qr nrvniotv ant was strone for
prisoner told him that his brother,
TAL CITY NEAR SANTA FE
of State Knox some time R. T, McNicholas, under a similar m- - a suit for the foreclosure of a cerSecretary
older
the
people
that
"rag" dances;
STATION
were beginning to learn the steps, and, ago declared the United States was diclhient, was in Scotland, where ttu tain mortgage deed and by the judgprepared to ratify. Sir Edward Grey, two had planned to meet. McNich ment and decree aforesaid
tli
in fact, that everybody's doing it
Gross, Kelly and Company, one of
secretary of state for foreign affairs, olas had planned a big d"al in Bos amount aforesaid was decreed to
the largest wholesale houses in the
made this announcement today in re- ton and had
expected to conclude it a lien upon all and singular the lao l
with, headquarters In East PARLIAMENT RAPS GOVERNMENT ply to. a question in the house of
estate hereinafter :
and', real
today.
.,
,
Lps Vegas and several branch houses
Berlin, Jan. 30. The German Impe- commons. ,,
scribed and the same Was ordered
"The whole, United States' note will
distributed at jpoints of advantage rial parliament, today passed for the
sold in accordance with law and tho
INDIANS VISIT CAPITAL.
throughout Is'ew Mexico and Colorado, first time in lis history a vote of want be carefully considered, ' said Sir Edot said court to Batisfy the
practice
Washington, Jan. 30. A oouncll of said
will open soon a branch house at ot confidence in the government Toe ward, "before any reply
to
and the undersigned was
lien,
Indians here today with 50 delegatos
Santa Fe. Harry W, Kelly, president quoHtion before the house was tho ap- Washington.'
duly appointed special master to
the
Arapahoea,
of the company, and C. C. Robbins, proval ot the government's reply to
The inquirer sugge"ted that other representing
make the sale aforesaid;
Omahas, Sioux, Winnebagoes
treasurer, who have been in Santa tho interpellation of the chancellor by powers might be asked to join In a
Now, therefore, notice is hereiiy
and Chlppewas, adopted a.rcsolutlou
Fe for the past wek negotlatiing for the ToIps yesterday.
They asked simultaneous reply.
that on the twenty sixth !.: f
given
Wilson to apurging President-elec- t
a site for the buildings, today made what the chancellor intended to do to
A. D. 1913, at tho hour ( f
February,
point Thomas L. Sloan of Pender, 11 o'clock In the
EXPLOSION ROCKS BUILDING
final arangements for the establish- "prevent the expropriation of PoliBh
morning, at ikq
New York. Jan,
of the Neb., an Omaha Indian, commissioning of the branch house at the Capital land owners In Prussia by the Pruscast door of the court b.'.;fi
er of Indian affairs. The declarntion
irecon- buildings
City, havlnir selected a site east of sian government," a measure
San Miguel coimtv, .
housing the Rockefeller Inwas made that Indians deserved to Vegas,
tho
Imperial
of
was
stitute
the Santa Jo company's tracks.
the
shaken
to
spirit
its foundation
cllable with
f.
ico, I shall otfor for sale and
roan
have in charge of their affairs
his education.
Mr. Kelly will devote much,-o- f
I
today by an explosion In the rhemli-nvendue to the !;!,.:
public
and-iThe detonation wanned who was familiar with them
time to the development of the Santa
Dr Herman IJscus' reply, In whlc. laboratory.
bidder for r h. a'l in..! :
Fe branch and it is possible that Dan he said that the matter was a rui'd? the tifinhborhood an(i kindled a fire sympathy with the Indlna people.
described land Bi.-- t
j following
no-- j
in the experimental room,
it was
Klly, who is at present the manager Internal one for Prussia and had
late,
of the Trinidad, Colo., branch of the thing to do with the imperial parlia promptly extinntiiHhed.
Four hundr tl and t
NEW NOMINATIONS
Dr-- La
Gross Kelly and Company, will be ment was sborfc
Fargo, working under instrucWashington, Jan. 30. Nominations; land situated et 3,,
The roles, clericals and socialists tions from r. Alexis Darrell, famous setitj to the senate today by President ed on the noi h ' ,
given the management of the new
house.
As Santa Fe is one of the' joined to form the majority. The pro-- ; throughout the world for his surpical Taft included Frederick Stratton to from Las Terns xr ,
;
main points of distribution in the gressives in the house abstained fron experiments, had completed an exper- be collector of customs ot San
south by the f
1
D. L. Key to be surveyor gcu east by the
rc a
state, the officers of Gross, Kelly and voting, arguing that the imperial par-- j iment and stepped out of the door
v
Jurisdiction
oi
when
the
without
W.
He
in
was
occured.
was
Marsch
explosion
eral
increase
a
cor
of
Company expect
liament
large
Oregon; Donsl.is
by the
rr.
business, as a result of the establish-- ; question regarding one ct lh states; hurled from his feet and tossed to a to hi repcivor of pul'lir moneys fit
sr-corner, b".t was not seriously hurt.
Pierre. S. i.
of the en.plre.
ins of the new branch..
12(
m IU

OUR WHITE
GOODS SALE

J. F. Hollingsworth or Raton arrived In the city - st evening and was
a visitor here today.
J. W.'Bowden, the well known traveling man from Raton, was a business
visitor in the city today.
Rev. Father
returned
last evening from' Santa Fe where he
has been a visitor for a few days.
Miss Lillian Stbddart, one of the
nurses from the Valmora ranch sanitarium, was a visitor in the city to-

Will continue until February
1st. Same reductions in prices as
here-to-for- e.

19c
25c
43s
59c

values
35c values
50c to 65c values
75c to 85c values
$1.00 values
$1.25 values
25c

$1.50 values---- $2.00 to $2.50

89c

day. ,
J. B. Lictity,' United States pension
examiner with headquarters in Pueblo, Colo., was a visitor in the city
today.
Attorney Herbert W. Clark returned last evening from Santa Fe where
he has been spending several days on

$1-1-

values-.-

-

$2.50 values

1.49
1.98

The Popular Price Store

Hill I UBIH

business.

AGENTS FOR.

Joseph. A. Taichert, who has been
on. a several days' , business trip to
Santa, Fe and other towns, returned

SHOES
NEW IDEA 10c Patterns

PHONE

IMllLLS

PERSONALS

MAIN 104

last evening to the city.
John McNearney of the Rociada
Ranch company, who has been a business visitor in the city for several
days, left this morning for his Borne
at Rociada.
of MadiMr. and Mrs. A, C. Astn-Json, Wis., arrived in the city last
evening and ivill be visitors here for
several days. They are on their way
from Madison to California,
H. W. Benson, representing the N.
K. Fairbanks company, with
in El Peso, Texas, was In
the Dity today visiting the trade.
Miss Holen Kelly, who has been
spending the past wek In Albuquerque and, Santa Fe, returned to Las
Vegas last evening. While in Santa
Fe Miss Kelly was the guest of Miss
Rebecca Henriquez,. who is visiting
in the Capitol City for several weeks.
i

MERCANTILE

WAGON

SMASHED

BY CAR

heai-quarte-

THE DRIVER,
JUAN MARTINEZ,
HAS A NARROW ESCAPE
WITH HIS LIFE.

,

This noon on Sixtn street, in the
between Columbia and Washington avenues, Juan Martinez, driving a delivery wagon owned oy me
Las Vegas Mercantile company, was
struck by a street car, the property
of the Las Vegas Light and Power
company. The ctreet car, going
north and'operated by Motorman
was bowling along at a tair
when
young Martinez got the
speed
idea into his head that he could just
ubout cross in front of the car
it would nil him. Although
warned several times by the motor-maringing the bell, Martinez, when
in the middle of the block, made a
side of: tue
try for the
street, but, because of not calculating
his distance right, wagon, horse and
Martinez were all rolled off. the track
by the car and piled on the side ot
the street Fortunately little damage
was done to the horse, wnici extricated himself from the mixip and
went on to his stable for dialer. A
wtiness states that Martinez.i getting
out from under the wreckage, toon
followed the example of the horso
and limped off to his dinner. The
wagon, which got the worst of the
mixup, was left to take care of itself
and when last seen was in a bad
way, looking as if it had passed up
its last hope.
block

sfi

-

n

...

left-han- d

)
Jr.

.

k

i; - i

28 years
Stanley C. McChesney,
last evening at his home on
Fourth street. Mr. McChesney, together wtih his family, came to Las
Vegas January 9, from his home in
Missouri In an endeavor to regain
his wife Mr.
Besides
Tits health.
McChesney is survived iy his two
children and a brother.
J.

'

i

-

-
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liquor shipments bill, by a vote
of 32 to 10. The house had already
adopted the resolution.

first

the

further
the

1-

at

PEOPLE'S; BANK & TRUST CO.

SALARY

BILL

IS

The Combination Power Machine

IN PROCESS

J33H

NAHM

1

,

.

ANGLO-AMERICA-

0

J

V

wived once
for all by Calumet.
For daily use in millions of kitchens has
proved that Calumet is highest not only in
quality but in Itavtning power as well unfailing in results pure to the extreme and
wonderfully economical in Use. Ask your
grocer. And try Calumet next bake day.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World'! Pur
Pood Exposition)
Chloapo, III.
Parti Expoal
lion, Frane,
Maren,

'

Anglo-America-

-

b-- s

souj-liwes-

,

;

--

,

Sho-shone-

HATES SILK HATS.

d

WITTERS

011-va-

Trenton, N. j Jan. 30. President-elec- t
Wilson, allied if be had made;
any further plans for his inauguration, replied that he had docidod to
wear a silk ..at when reviewing pe
parade.
"I suppose I'll have Ho concede
1hat much to custom," he said.
BLOW FOR BOOZE
Des Moines, Jan. 30. Tba senate
of the Iowa legislature adopted a concurred resolution for a memorial to
congress in favor of the Kenyou 'Jhcp-pai-

ARE YOUR VALUABLE PAPERS SAFE?

h

e
Tomorrow evening at Temple
a
wlll
Landau
glye
;i)r. ilaob.
talk on the stibjWt or '"(Vhat Judaism lull.
World'. Today j?
lias to 'TeafeU
KveiyboVy i8 lifted . to- this, talk,
which Is to commence at 8 o'clock.
Mon-tufio-

u

GAME FROM TIIE

:

The Normal varsity basketbai team
and the Normal girls' basketball team
left this afternoon for Albuquerque,
where tomorrow evening both teams
will clash with the Albuquerque Indian boys' and glrte' teams in a
double header at the armory. The
New Mexico University or the Albuquerque high Bchool will make an effort to hold over both teams of the
Normal school In order that a double
header may be arranged for Saturday
evening. Following the games tomor.
row evening a dance will be given
the Normal players.

old, died

TAKE

20.-O-

itl.

ne

1

l

!

.

You don't tave money when
buy
cheap or lig-ca- n
haking powder. Don't
be misled. Buy Calumet. It's more
economical
more wholesome.
gives
best results. Calumet Is far superior to
sour milk ord soda.

ju

Fran-clsoo-

!
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TO' ENTRY OF
RESTORATION
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice is hereby elven that the lands
described below,
embracing 146.71

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

acres, within the Pecos National Forest, New Mexico, will be subject to
settlement and entry, under the provisions of the homestead laws of the
United States and the act of June 11,
190C
(34 Stat., 233), at the United
States land office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on March 2i, 1913. Any settler who was actually and in good
faith claiming any of said lands for
agricultural purposes prior to January I, 1900, and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make
a homestead entry for the lands acsaid lands were
tually occupied,
listed upon
applications of the
persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided
such bottler or applicant is qualified
Man."
to make homestead entry and the
"Bought and Paid For" is to he proIs execised prior to
duced in Ixmclon at the New Theater preference right
1913, on which date the
March
27,
on March 3.
lands will be Bubject to settlement
William Raymond has been engaged
and
entry by any qualified, person.
by Winthrop Ames for the Little Thea- The lands are as follows: The SE l
ter.
of SW 14. the S Va of NE 'A of SW V.
Maxlne Miles has been playing leadof KW Vi of SW 'A, the
the SE
comstock
ing parts with a Brooklyn
SE V of SW i Of NW 14 of SW Vi.
,
pany.
the N Va of SW 14 of SW 14, the SE
"Sis" Hopkins is drawing full houses
of
14 of SW 14 of SW 'A, the N
with Helene Hamilton in Rose Mel, Sec. 25,
SW 'A of SW 14 of SW
ville's place.
T. 19 N., R. 12 E., N. H. M., except a
Dallas "Welford, the English comestrip 30 ft wide described as follows:
dian, ia to appear in vaudeville In a
at a point on the west
Beginning
romedy sketch.
of
tho tract 5.37 chains
boundary
Olga Petrova, the Russian dailotr, is north of the southwest corner of Sec.
poing to marry a well known Ameri25, T. 19 N., R. 12 E.; extending
'
can surgeon.
thence 15 ft. on each nide of a line
Marshal Parnum is to be general diN. 34 deg. 30 min., E. 6.74
rector of two stock companies in Iowa running
thence
N, 49 deg. E. 4 chains;
chains;
and Minnesota-Joh- n
64 deg. E. 4 chains; thence
N.
thence
Cort is to star Catherine CounN. 36 deg. E. 7.54 chains; thence N.
ties in a comedy by Alexander Brown,
70 deg. E. 1.75 chains; thence N. 54
a well known lecturer.
E. 3.75 chains; thence N. 25 deg.
Suzanne Sheldon is In J. Mi. Barrie's deg.3.22
E.
chains; thence N. 41 deg. E.
play, "The Twelve round Lock." in 3.50 chains to the place where the
which Ethel Barrymore stars.
end of the strip closes on the bounAllan Fawcett is the author of
line of the tract, the net area
"Master Will's Players" which Percy dary 105.94 acres. Said tract was
being
JTaswell is using ia vaudeville.
listed upon the application of R. H.
"The Lieutenant's Sweetheart," a
Stollo, of Cowles, New Mexico. List
Jlcrlin success, is to be presented in
of Lot 1, the fc W
The W
sin adapted form in the United States.
of
of NE Vi, the NW
1i of SE
George W. Barnum has Joined the NE 'A of SE 14 of NE 14, the NW
company
presenting "The Argyle 14 of SW 14 of SB
, the
of NE
Case," of which Robert Ililliard is the E
of NE 'A of SW 14 of NE 14, the
star.
of NE 14 ,
NE 14 of SE 14 of SW
A new play by Thompson Euchanon
Sec. 1, T. 17 N., R. 12 E., except a
ia entitled "The Bridal Path." Ann
30 feet wide described as folMurdoek is to havo the leading role strip
lows: Beginning at a point 15 chains
in the play.
west of the northeast corner of Sec.
Maude Adams Is1 to play a'
I, T. 17 N., R. 12 E.; extending thence
engagement in "Peter Pan." She will 15 feet on each side of a line running
then make a western tour to British S 20
chains; thence S. 27 de. W.
Cnliimbia.
,
15
II. chains; thence S. 45 deg. W.
7.07 chains to the place where the
end of the strip closes on the bounHOW'S THIS?
line of the tract listed, the net
"We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- dary
area
being 40.77 acres. Said tract
gard for any case of Catarrh that was listed upon the application of
cannot be cured by Hull's Catarrh
Julie Sandoval, of Pecos, New Mexi
Cure.
co. List
Approved January 3,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
1913. S. V. Proudfit, Assistant ComWe, the undersigned, have known
missioner of the General Land Office.
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and beiSu?e him perfectly honorable
Ja all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligaj; J. HILL'S DAUGHTER WEDS
tions made by his firm.
number
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 30.-- A
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio. of guests from New York and other
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- cities "came to St Paul today for the
nally acting directly upon the blood wedding of Miss Rachel Hill, daughand mucous surfaces of the system. ter of James J. Hill, the famous railTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents road builder and financier, and Dr.
Emil Beckman of this city. The
er bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- wedding took place at the home of the
bride's father.
stipation.
"Truxton King" !b shortly to be
produced.
"Louisiana Lou' is to make a tour
ot the middle west.
Ida St. Leon is to star In "Little
Miss Brown" Jn tbe south.
Harry Bulger, has a new sketch, called "A Cabaret Barber Shop."
George W. Lederer , has engaged
"The Seventh
Josie Collins for
Chord."
A stock company in Providence has
revived "Mr. Barnes of New York.''
Joseph H. Howard and Mabel
are to return to the vaudeville
ranks.
Sydney Rosenfeld is to produce a
new comedy called "The Hundredth

Mc-Can- e

two-wee- k

R5- -

Special Engagement of the

ilost Popular

Roman-

tic Play on the American Stage

The United Plsy Co. (Inc.)
PRESENT GRACE HAYVVAR.DS
a.

i

"r

I

If c1

xiaw

Scenes.

Including Aliss Luiszita Valentine
and Hr. Lawrence Evart
Production Complete to the flinutest Detail

Notable Cast

K

'

'
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THE OPT.IC

Fact, Two Friends Were
about an engagement, and the two
Saved From Impending but
girls were alone.
"I have something to say to you.
Different Disasters.
By

CECILLE

LANGDON.

"It Is certainly very mysterious,'
said Mrs. Little. "Bruno Is acting so
ttrangely I cannot account for It at
all."
"It is worse than mysterious it is
positively heartbreaking!" said Ina
Dawes, but she said it to herself.
"Everything was going so lovely,"
continued the little widow. "I Invited
you down here Bruno, as my heart
dearly wished, was more than attentive to you. His friend. Jack Lowry,
came on. Then Beatrice Dale has that
stately Miss Vavasour visit her. Right
away, too, Bruno neglects you and
becomes devoted to Miss Vavasour.
Poor Jack, the rejected, is inconsolable, and you, my dear "
"Don't think of me, my friend," said
Ina bravely. "I am afraid I attached
too much weight to your brother's
flirting."
"But Bruno was not flirting," disclaimed Mrs. Little solemnly. "I know
he wasn't."

"Then?"

"That Miss Vavasour has simply
hypnotized him with her queenly ways
and really handsome face. He will
come back to his first allegiance.
Trust me."
It was certainly a complex and dismal situation at Poplar Grove, the
pretty country home of the fashionable widow, Mrs. Little. Life had gone
like a beautiful dream for Ina, until
this stately Miss Vavasour had appeared on the scene. At first Jack,
the enthralled, had been her ardent
knight errant. Then Bruno had supplanted him unmistakably In the affections of the new brilliant star.
Ina left her friend and old college
and walked pensively
companion,
through the garden towards the river.
She sighed as she saw a dolorous-face- d
gentleman pacing a densely

WANT

Miss Dawes," began Beatrice In m
tremulous tone. "You saved my life

yesterday."
"Brave Jack"

TOE

im

I have something to
"No, you.
confess to you, something I feel very
sorry for, now that I see how unhappy
I have made you you, who have
done so much for me. I sent purposely for my friend, Miss Vavasour, to
win the love of Bruno Moore away
from you, because I was jealous and
wicked."
Beatrice was crying by the time she
got through with her humiliating con
fession.
Ina smiled sadly and stroked her hand reassuringly.
"Never mind, dear," she said cour
ageously. "If Miss Vavasour is Bruno's
fate, let us wish him all due happi
ness.
"But she can never make him hap
py!" cried the wretched Beatrice.
a coquette. She
"She Is
has told me that It is only money and
position she Is after. Oh! why did I
act out this wilful, wicked plot? Why
have I destroyed the love and peace
of others!"
However, one good result came out
of it all. Jack seemed now attracted
to the really pretty Beatrice, and the
latter began to wear a happier face.
One evening Bruno came into the gar
den, where his sister and Ina were
seated engaged in some fancy work.
"Well," he announced, "I have just
seen Miss Vavasour homeward bound
on the train thank goodness!"
His sister stared at him and Ina
felt a new throbbing at her heart.
Bruno had brought a chair close to
her side.
"Why do you say that, Bruno?'-- in
quired Mrs. Little.
"Because I am truly thankful, In
deed. Miss Vavasour's sister sent for
her and now a happy return to the
dear old times," cried Bruno joyously.
Ina, will you take a stroll with me?"
"Do you not think a few explana
tions are in order first, brother?" inquired Mrs. Little, rather coldly.
"That's deserved why, certainly!"
replied Bruno, In his usual bluff, jolly
tone. "I have hurried back here fast
as I could purposely to explain to
both of you that my horrible cofalse-hearte-

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

HESTAUBANT AND

CAfl

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

began Ina.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Wm. P. Minn.
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

DORADO

L

r

f

LODGE
NO. , 1
KNIGHT8 OF
THIAS Meets e

ery Monday eve
in
Castle
ning

Hall.

VlalUm

Knights ar oordl
ally Invited. Chas
Liebachner, Chaa
cell or Commando!
Keeper of Records

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- No ad to occupy less space than two
Harry Martin,
ular
Tuea-dasec.
conclave
d,
4jl
and Seal.
lines. All
advert I s mentt charged
In each month at
will be booked at space actually set,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
without regard to number of word
E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReKlnkel,
Cash In advance preferred.
day evenings each month at Wood
corder.
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord)
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adler
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYPresident; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
AL ARCH MASONS RegUar con
vocation first Monday in L. O. 0. MOOSE Meets second
each month at Masonic
Thursday evening
at W. O. W. Hall. Visum
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornatii
Blood, Secretary.
Secretary.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 1.
Five

y

Ma-son- io

RANSFORD

Wanted
WANTED
Dressmaking by the day.
Mra. Rainey, Box 717 Old Town.
Reliable woman to assist
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital.

WANTED

For Rent
FOR RENT

Rosen

Upright piano.
thal Furniture company.

FOR RENT

Furnished' house, modern, Eighth and Washington. Inquire Herbert W. Gehring.

FOR RENT

Two room
house, 921 Lincoln.

furnished

NO. 2, O. E.

8. Meets first and taird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs, Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL

TIME

CASt!)

EAST BOUND

Arrive

No. 2
4
FRATERNAL
NO. No.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
8
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at No. 10

are
o'clock. Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No.

Depart

....

No.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk,

1

3.
7.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9

George

9:10 p. m

9:15
1 1 : 05
11:05
p. m
2:05 a. m..... 2:10
1:45 p. m.
2:10
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m......
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

A TTOBNKY

HUNKER & HUNKER
Hunker Chester A. Hunt)

H.

Visiting members are especially
Attorneya-at-Lawelcome and cordially Invited.
Las Vegas.

for Sale

nduct"

CHAPTER

New Mextec

His sister groaned.
FOR SALE Hay and grain. Salomon
"My 'undying devotion' to Miss VaJ. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54L
DENTISTS
Ata, Phone Maine 495.
vasour "
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
Ina sighed.
FOR SALE Five room house at 1033 Tuesday of the month In the vestry DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
"Was all a game."
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Crockett Building.
"A game?" repeated Mrs. Little
Fourth street.
Main 111
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
wonderingly.
Main IS
Isaac
House
Invited.
"Yes. The first night Miss Vava- FOR SALE Household
Appel,
Telephone
cordially
furniture. 811
sour arrived," said Bruno, "poor Jack
Sec
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
National venue.
fell head over hels in love with her.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
retary.
I saw his dangerj for I had heard of
Dentist
her in the city as a heartless, calculat- FOR SALE Two good' family cows,
of any description at
Dental
work
COUNKNIGHTS
OF
COLUMBUS,
I
two
save
fresh
To
Jack
devoted
months. Inquire Optic.
ing coquette.
moderate
804.
Meets second and
prices.
CIL NO.
my time to M1m Vavasour. She has
fourth Thursday in O. R. C.'Hall, Room 7 Center Block. Tel. Main 138
gone home sooewhat soured, and I FOR SALE Two mares, one sorrel
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
fancy has half guessed my plot to
Pioneer building.
Visiting memand one brown, Saturday at 10 a.
save a soft but noble hearted friend
invited1.
Richard
are
bers
cordially
m. at city hall. Ben Coles.
from the wiles of a siren. Iia, will
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, or Crlder, Mo., had
you come for toat stroll?"
been troubled with sick headache for
"Yes, Bruno,' responded Ina gladly. FOR SALE AT ONCE Good uprlgnt
five years, when she began tak"I will go no."
piano and1 householo. furniture. Mrs.
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. aboutChamberlain's
Tablets. She has
ing
They met tvo other strollers In
J. P. McDonald, 1023 Lincoln. Tele1. Meets every Monday evening at faien two bottled of tlv-- ii
pih1 Ui"
their progress Jack and Beatrice
phone Purple 5222.
their hall on Sixth street All Tisitr have cured her. Sick headache is
"Even She Does Not Look Happy," and when the! happy-facecouples
ston.ach for
Reflected Ina.
came In to tea & little later, observant
lng brethren cordially Invited to at caused by a disordered
li
Mrs. Little knew that there would LOST A brindle Boston bull dog, an- N. G.; which these tablets are especially
D. Friedonstlne,
tend.
J.
shaded
It was Jack Lowry, soon be some interesting announcelended. T.-- them, get well nd stay
swers to the name of Shake. ReM.
Elwood.
V.
T.
Frank
G.;
Fries,
usually the soul of cheerfulness. Ina ments.
turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
reflected that this wilful, coquettish
G.
19lt
W.
Chapman.
Sixth street. Reward.
by
(Copyright,
C. V. Bedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Miss Vavasour had a good deal to an
swer for In distracting the happiness GIRLS IN CANADIAN STORES
Here ib a remedy that will cure your
FOR SALE Household goods, farm
of others.
cold. Why waste time and money exB. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
set a pre-- Sweet Ina was deeply hurt. Bruno In
ing implements, 1 Bain wagon, 1
perimenting when you can world-wide
City of Montreal Only Three Per
fourth Tuesday evening of each
won a
ii t has
Moore had certainly taken a step be1
,1
buggy,
sulky
single
harness,
Cent. Were Not Compelled to
disease
cures
this
of
on
street
Its
Ninth
homo
Elks
month
by
reputation
yond mere friendship In those first
set double harness, 34 chickens, 2
Labor lor Livelihood.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- and can always be depended upon?
days of her stay at Poplar Grove.
horses, 2 rolls chicken wire. Mrs.
It is known everywhere as Chamber
Even now when they met there was a
ers
are cordially Invited. P. D.
sd
made
that
often
P. C. Nisson, North Fourth street.
The claim
girls
Iain's Cough Remedy, and is a medilatent fondness in his eyes for ber, In
D.
ConW.
Exalted Ruler;
stores do not
cine of real merit For sale by all
and a loyal expression of regard In a department lecause they arerequire
living
don, Secretary.
dealers. Adv.
his treatment of his oldest chum. tliving wage,
has been punctured again
home,
deJack. Yet all his spare time was
an lnterestbg research made by
voted to Miss Vavasour, so what by
Montreal young women, says the Sur- LOST A brindle bull pup with whitu
could they think except that his real
face and feet about i months old.
vey. An assotiation of department
Interest was centered In the new store
Return to 612 Main street. Reward.
girls organized for
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery..
beauty?
purposes, connd
25o per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 "be., Each Delivery
Ina strolled along rather dejectedly ducted an invetigatlon for the child
30c per 100 lbs.
until she reached the rustic bridge welfare exhibition now in progress
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
40o per 100 lbs.
spanning the river. She sat down In Montreal. They secured responsi60 lbs. to . 200 lbs., Each Delivery
near some bushes on the bank. Then ble young women In each of the
50o per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery
she idly watched a new comer on the stores to make the rounds of theii
scene. This was Beatrice Dale. The associations. The questionnaire was
latter stood leaning and half seated on, Of the briefest possible kind, prepared
the frail railing that protected the by the director of the child welfare
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
bridge.
exhibition and adapted to amateurs.
"Even she does not look happy," re- The result showed that out of the
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegwi Famous.
flected Ina. "They say she was at 2,471 women employed In eleven
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
with stores In the city:
orm time very much in love
PETER P. MACKEL
Bruno. Ah, me!" and the little maid
Seven per cent, were the sole supnever
she
had
wished
balf
and
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
sighed,
port of their family.
come away from the Bcretie home
lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Sixty per cent, were aiding in the
where sha had never so much as family support.
and Glaslng.
heard of such a thing as heartwreck,
Thirty per cent, were living alone
Estimates
Cheerfully Given.
themaelVCS.
was
a
oimiinrtlntf
there
crackling
Suddenly
net Side Plata
Old Town
sound upon the still air, a shriek and
Three per cent, worked only for
a spnsh. Miss Dale had Infringed too pin money or clothing, making no
to thn flnnnens of the home.
fully upon the Integrity of tho flimsy
The fact that a girl Is living at
bridge rail. It had given way, and
mav mi.ftn that' she Is protect
she was precipitated Into the water
Lock and Gunsmith
Bicycle nd
ten feet below. The startled Ina no ed in her recreations and social enOeneral Repairing
ticed that she landed sideways against gagements, but these Montreal tig. ICTURB FRAMING A SPECIALTY
tn the cumulative evidence
one of the extending timber supports
20 Sixth St
East Us Vegas.
Classified ads. search out, the people to whom among all of
Stunned and helpless, that It does not mean that she can
of the bridge.
her
for
support
to
the surface
imon others
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most
she sank; she came
a living
than
less
lifeless.
and
for
work
but
thus
&
limp
Automobile,
and
Carriage
again,
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST to someoae
Ina was a superb swimmer, for she wage.
in
a
seaport
had been brought up
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear of
Vetoed.
town. She was soon In the water. She
your property unless It were advertised here.
N. 0. HERMAN
could not, however, sustain the dead
"What s the missus kicking about?"
from next
housemaid
insensible
swim
and
the
of
the
girl
weight
Inquired
Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (an
Grand Ave
420
to shore. Fortunately, after drifting
are
I
anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, used machinery
told
but
out,
run"This is her night
twenty feet, she neared a wire
meself.
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Inengagement
under
an
the
Umber
I
a
had
to
bridge
her
aing
HIGilESTEB
PILL.3
struments.
clung to it, holding the rescued ftrl
and
screamed
for
Ths
ont "f the water,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all posI'lMa tit lit A nmi
fe
do you laugh at the Idea of
hth?.'
sMlet with Mua Kiua, V
I1 Hal nn
sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the beat
V
sible
ftf ymtr
tttir
other,
It was Jack Lowry who finally ap- moving pictures of germs?"
' fif I'tturrlKf. A I;
83
V" i?
.
l;,A.(tSn KKlMt It'll u FP'
I can't help it. U sUIld8
peared. He soon had both pirls safe
carwas
who
.lark
on the bank. It
n
silly"
DRUGGISTS tVRVaf.E
The nest
ried MUs Dale to net- bum
d
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Feb, 4 at Murpiiey's DrujJ Store
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A Blood Bubbling Heart Leading Story of Love
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising

I'RICES

HE SAVED

note from Miss
Dale asking her to call upon her at
once.
Ina found Jack seated on the porch
of the Dale home. He flushed a trifle
as he saw Ina, mumbled some excuse

...

1

ml

-

dar Ina received a

semi-religio-

Opera House

,

30, 1913.

RETAIL PRICES

DUNG AN

h

JANUARY

-

' iCy

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door, Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

h

si

a Wonderfu

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure's Magazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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LOCAL NEWS
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HISS

I'lli

Light

automobile

lamps

at

W. E.

If presented on or before the 10th. day of Febru1013

WILL GET
IS POUNDS GR.ANULATED SUGAIL

For $1.00

Burnside yesterday applied at
the court bouse for $2 as bounty ujh
a coyote killed by him.

MISS ELIZABETH PRESENT

Finch8 Golden "Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

is demonstrating a fine line
of first quality

Mrs. Nettle Ford and her son, Joy
Ford, have moyed to the Plaza hotel
where they plan to reside permanently. '

at Mrs. Standish, Millinery

Tomorow is the last day of the quail
season and many hunters will en
deavor tq taka a final shot at the
elusive birds.

Ike

avis

The Cash. Grocer

The game in the Elks' mixed double
tournament which was to have been
rolled this evening has been postpon
31 ed until Tuesday evening of next week
on account of the informal dance
which is to be given at the Elks' club
tonight. Every visiting Elk, all lo
cal Elks and their ladies are cordially
invited, to attend the dance.

FANCY HE yJC0

The Sunday school basketball lea
gue teams are showing up exception
ally well In practice and the first
games, which are to be played on Sat
urday .evening, are the Methodist Sun
day school vs.- the i. M. O. A. and
the Baptist Sunday school vs. the
Christian Sunday school. The admis
sion to the games will be 15 cents
for adults and 15 cents for all 'under
16 years of age. It is expected that
most of the young ladies in the city
will be admitted for 10 cents.

atoes

mm
n

Dr. C. C. Gordon,

city physician, this
morning lifted the quarantine upon
the home of Mayor Robert J. Taupert,
where F. Mi. Lyon has been 111 with
smallpox for several weeks. Mr. Lyon
has fully recovered and the house has
been thoroughly quarantined.
Mr,
Lyon will leave tomorrow for Faywood
Hot Springs where he will recuperate
for two weeks. Mrs. Lyon will go to
Albuquerque for a visit with her
mother.
Mrs. Lyon nursed her hus
band through his illness. She did
not fear infection, having had vario
loid several years ago.

n. STEARNS
Gro cer
samaissaiBB!

l

aa

The boys of the junior gymnasium

class of the

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
1

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE
:-

-'

n.

imj.

g on o on

Selling
Farms

include

must

a means of presenting

tb

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective
buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest,

this evening
will give their exhibition in the as
sociation gymnasium. The exhibition,
which is to commence at 8:15 o'clock,
is the first of its kind ever held in
Las Vegas and the boys have put a
great deal of work into the preparations for the event. They are confi
dent of making a fine showing. The
ut.i
boys have all had their gymn
suits cleaned and when on the floor
will make a fine showing.
The Junior boys have invited as their special
guests the boys' work committee,
which will be honored with seats on
the platform. The committee honored Is as follows:
chairman, Rufus
Mead; William Shilhnglaw, Dr. Frank
H. H. Roberts, George H. Kinkel, Dr.
E. B. Shaw and Secretary Phil
The admission to the exhibition is five cents a foot and the boys
invite all the six footers as well as
everybody else in the city to attend,
Y. M. C. A.

t-- i

may be termed a science

The
Science of

an the

-

OPTIC
mmm want- columns
-
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COUTH

If you have any difficulty in
matching your hair, no matter what
texture, Miss Present can match it
accurately in finest grades at lowest
eastern wholesale prices. A specialty made in matching difficult
shades such as grays, whites, blondes

If You Wa.nt Something Nice

Try Our

PURE FRUIT BRAND OF TAMS
32 OUNCE GLASS IARs fnr

m

The Best Obtainable ior the Money
Our Cash Sale On Lard Is Still

tt

We are dally presenting our

results of perfect laundering to
who are

hundreds of patrons,
endorsing

it

with

their

con-

r-.-

Old switches remade and comb-

ings made up.

Mrs. Standish Millinery,
834 SIXTH STREET
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HOW ABOUT YOUR NEW

MATTRESSEEPEING
Egyptian Cotton Felt Mattresses In Price $10 to $18
Monabat Patent Process Cotton Mattresses In Price
$6 to $10

The Best in the Market

' I'

--

latest styles of hair dressing.

--

-
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J J. C. JOHNSEN
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LOCAL AGENTS

Until Monday Eve., February 3rd.

The public is reminded not to make
any engagement on Tuesday night
which will conflict with the danoa to
be given in the armory by the Wo
man's club. TueBday is the last occa
sion before Lent upon which dancing
may be enjoyed and all those who ob
serve the season of fasting and prayer
are expected to be present, as vvell
as all others who enjoy dancing. Ad
mission will be $L. The money is to
be used in making Las Vegas a better
ctiy in which to reside.

Everybody is welcome whether you
buy or not

Otto Holm of Cherryvale yesterday
applied at the court house for his
final naturalization
Holm
papers.
certified to Deputy County Clerk Wil
liam B. Stapp that he has been in the
United States the required number of
years in order to become a citizea
He gave as his witnesses E. Deal and
M. Thillips. The hearing in he mat
ter will be held in May. Holm is
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com
native of Germany, but has decided to pany has been bothered frequently
renounce that country and become a lately by the turning in of false
citizen of the United States.
alarms of fire. Doubtless the annoy
ance will cease, since the arrest of a
AN INTERESTING
TALK
young son of Pedro Moulauo yester
The lecture on "Alaska," which will day afternoon. The third false alarm
be given Sunday evening in the Dun to be received in as many days was
can opera house by Rev. Father Fran turned in late yesterday. Foreman
cte Barnum, S. J. will be preceded Ilfeld of the hose company suspected
by a short musical program. The young Montano and caused his arrest
Christian Brothers, under whose aus by Town Marshal Martinez. Young
pices the lecture will be given, have Montano is said to have admitted hi?
secured the services of Miss Margue guilt, saying some older boys had told
rite Cluxton, head of the department him to turn in the alarm and he did
of instrumental music at the New so, thinking there was a fire. The
Mexico Normal University, who will boy was released from custody, but
direct the musical portion of the pro was given a warning lecture which he
'
gram. Father Barnum has had yeflrs doubtless never will forget
of experience in Alaska and the north
and he will tell many interesting
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
Letters realning uncalled for the
things about the people who inhabit
that country. He witnessed the week ending January 25, 1913:
Dr. R. C. Adkinson, Mrs. C. P. El
opening of several of the big gold
fields and has a fund of stories of the liott, Miss Loneras Fargas, Alfonso
happenings of the exciting times dur Galiegos, Hon. ira J. Long, Miss Bla- ing the rush to secure mineral. sia Montoya, Mrs. Eduliges Ortega,
The Christian Brothers are anxious W. C. Reed, Sarafin B. Sanchez, Dr.
that everybody hear Father Barnum, F, D. Sutorius, Cleofis Uliarri, Miss
because they realize that his lecture Geusleva Valdez, Mrs. W. A, Wood 2.
When calling for the abeve letters
will be a treat.
please ask for advertised letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
TO THE CUSTOMERS
OF THE
IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY
Cailed communication of Chapman
I want to say that I have purchased
all utensils and the complete out fit of lodge No. 2, A.' F. and A. M. tonight
this dairy including the trade. I un- at 7:30 o'clock at the Masonic temple.
derstand that Mr. Akers Is going Into All visiting brothers are cordially inthe business with Mr. Corbett and is vited and all local members urged to
trying to get our trade. Owing to the attend.
dangerous illness' of my wife, I cannot
call to see my customers but would
like them to stay with the old Ideal
Sanitary Dairy, where they will be
treated right and can "got what they
want at all times.

III1;!

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

)

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Susplos, and Ukdividbd Pkofits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

ft"

'

v

fry,

I!?

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Veins Automoliilo
Phone Main 344.

Machine

&

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

RECEIVED

Very respectfully,

THESE IS NO

THE LABEL

LIE-O- N

J. M. ACKER MAN.

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

Extra Fancy Mackerel
each

TOLERATED

I

DISTRICT ATTORNEY BEGINS PRO'
SECUTION
OF MEN WHO
"OPERATE THEM

25c

Fancy Boston Mackerel
? for
,25c

'Dainty" Boneless

:

Cod-

fish, per box.

'IIIIS QUALITY

25c

"THE KINO THAT IS NOT

Ifpou complaint of District Attorney
15c
Codfish, per pkg.
Charles W. X Ward, II. It. Lowe,
Hugh Calloway and Adolaldo Gonzales,
'Highest Grade" Midliquor dealers on the West side, were
dles Codfish, per pd . - 25c
arested yesterday 011 a charge of run
ning slot machines iu their respective
'Pure Food" Sardines
places of buHiuesB. Gonnales was ar.
10c
per can.
luigixid before Judge David J. loaliy.
if
on
He pleaded guilty and was given a
'Ferndell" Sardines, per
find of $100 and a jail sentence of six
25c tt
mouths. The lutter was suspended
on good behavior. Lowe has bound 3
'Cra wn" Sardine per
over the grand jury under $100 bond.
can
rt
20c
BANKER'S DIGNITY SUFFERS
Calloway proved to the satisfuctios
New York, Jan. SO. Joseph O. Roof the court that he is not a saloon
bin failed today to escape Hie Rogues'
proprietor, beiug simply an employe of
gallery camera mnn at'ioUi;e
Lowe, who is tbo owner of the Bridge 1
Reich-maM
IS
A
r4
although. Joseph B.
was
released. District At
bar.
Ho
Charles
and
CurnminB
Vvllliam J.
torney Ward Biased today that be will
H. Hyde, who were convicted largely
lot machines or other
riot permit
ou Rol;in'8 teotliuony, wore spared
:,'
in iiitf
foi ins of
i(,
mo
ordeal.
t'!. vi t. Hp says be will pTOBUCUt
1
"The Coffee Ma a"
a

FRUITS

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality

Delicious In Flavour
"Hunts!, you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Insist

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND CUFF WORK THAT

IS

On-Bett- er

mm & m

in

v

.

'Swan's Down" fibered

UNEQUALLED.

Buy Now as Ltvrd Is Adv a.ncmi

DEMONSTRATIONS

Mil lit

Tha Home of fee Best of
Everylhfng Eatable

n 'm

FRENCH HAIR GOODS

SLOT MACHINES WILL

PERFORMANCE

I

OfCliicajje

FREE

WED

Last evening at 6 o'clock, at the
residence of S. F. Heniler on the Mora
(road, Miss Maude E. Hemler was
united in mariage to Harry G. John
son. Rev. N. B. Green, paBtor of the
First Baptist church, performed the
ceremony. Immediate relatives and a
few friends of the bride and groo;n
witnessed the marriage. Following
the ceremony a sumptuous wedding
dinner was served. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson left last evening for a wedding trip. They will be gone about S
weeks and on their return will -- be
residents of Las VegaB. " They will
visit Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania and; other states, where they have
relatives.
Ms. Johnson is the daughter of S. F.
Hemler, one of the most successful
V.r,
farmers of San Miguel county.
Johnson also is a farmer and has!
made a great success in his efforts
to raise crops and livestock in this
section of New Mexico. The young
people have a large number of friends
in Tjib Vegas. '

or auburns.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy will
have its wagons delivering irifflfSat-urdamorning, February 1st. Tele
phonr as formerly Alain 312. Advi.

IEEMLER

CEREMONY IS PERFORMED LAST
OF
EVENING AT RESIDENCE
THE BRIDE'S FATHER

Try a dram jf Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

$1.00 In Gash or Our Coupons
ary

)

6:)9

o'clock this evening.

TOGETHER WITH

t.o--

30,' 1913.

Las Vejjas Steam
Laundry

A

head-quarter-

r

a--

Vhonr Mum 61

b',7 Douglet

Are
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Hmli.Hl,

"Ruir Jnn!ng8,

Koliin wan yhoUr

graphed and "linger printed." He
was then sent away to begin his prison
term of one year for hank wrecking.
Police Commissioner Waldo explained
yesterday, after the failure to photograph Relchman, Cummins and Hyde
had been brought out by on investigation committer that ihe prisoners
had never been in the custody of the
police, but were held by ho (Jlnfi'lrt
1

nt!"l'fij'g
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